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| THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1873 types of the Metric System. Platinum-iridium has also 
| et been proved to be extremely hard and rigid, and to 

= Cee | possess the greatest elasticity, as well as cohesion or 
THE INTERNATIONAL METRIC COALALTS- | resistance to fracture. At the same time, it is easily cut 

STON * with a diamond, and it has been shown that lines 15%, of 

[* continuation of the previous remarks upon the pro- o millimetre apart (or 0700035 inch), so cut upon it, with 
: ceedings of the Commission, we may now notice some the aid of a microscope, are perfectly regular, even when 
| of the more important scientific details of its operations. magnified from 300 to Goo times. 
| The material for constructing the new Standards, for The experiments of M. Reg nault have shown that plati- 

which an alloy of pure platinum with ro per cent. of iridium num-iridium Fesists the penetration of absorbent Bases, has been selected, is obviously a matter of primary import- and further experiments made by the Commission prove 

ance. Before determining upon this metallic alloy, a series that the influence of such gases can in no way cause any 
of experiments was made by the French section of the Com- | ©72"8% either in its volume or its weight. A more severe 
mission, A material was needed, both for the metre and test had already been applied to platinum by M. Stas at 
the kilogramme, that should as far as possible be un- Brussels. He subjected a platinum kilogramme  suc- 
alterable in its composition and molecular structure, in its cessively to the action of alcohol, cold water, boiling water, 
form and dimensions, from the ordinary action of air, dry wis Wh & vacuum, and heating in a red heat of from 
water, fire, or other chemical agents, or from mechanical 250° Fo 300° C., whilst guarded from flame ; and he ascer- 
forces to which it might be subject ; that would in fact fain ed by comparisons in moist air, ata temperature of 
possess physical properties rendering it invariable with | !> C., with o platinum Kilogramme not subjected to any 
time. It should be hard, elastic, and yet not difficult to | of these conditions, that no change whatever had occurred 
work. It should at the same time be perfectly homo- in the weight of the kilogramme So treated. It was only 
geneous, so that all the Standards should be as nearly as | F°d4'S ite to allow a certain number of days, at most a 
possible identical in their material. And in order to fortnight, to elapse for the P latinum to recover itself. 
lessen the unavoidable influences of variations of tempe- Another important question was that of the form to be 
rature, it was obvious that a material was most desirable | 8!V&m to the new metre, The present Metre des Archives is 
that would experience the jleast alteration in its dimen- | # b ar of p latinum with a rectangular section, 25 millimetres 
sions from’ changes of temperature. Proceeding by an wide, and 4 millimetres deep (or about 1 inch by § inch). 
exhaustive process, the Commission decided against em- It had been dete rmined that the new metre, which was to ploying any of the materials which have been hitherto be a standard a traits, or line-standard, should have its 
adopted. Brass and alloys of copper did not satisfy the defining lines marked at mid-depth of the bar, on the 
requirements, and were rejected as liable to be injuriously same principle as our English standard of length, in order affected by air and heat, and from being composed of that the actual length of the measure should be as little 

_ different metals varying in their density and dilatation. | #5 possible affected by any difference of temperature, and Quartz, though satisfactory in many respects, was too consequently of dilatation, between the upper and lower 

_ fragile and bulky ; besides which there existed no pros- surfaces of the bar. ; But the Commission objected to the 
pect of obtaining it of sufficiently large dimensions and of English mode of sinking cylindrical holes to the mid- 

: the requisite purity. In addition to the objections attaching “r pth of the bar, and tracing the defiaing lines on the 
|. to quartz, glass was inadmissible by reason of the dis- Plane surface of the bottom of these holes, as being not 

turbing influences of moist air on its surface, and from its only mconvenient on many accounts, but also as inter- 
molecular condition as a tempered and crystallised body fering with the uniformity of structure of the bar during 
rendering it liable to changes from variation of tempera- its whole length. The form of the new metre a traits ture which might affect the constancy of its density, mentioned in the resolutions as having been proposed by expansion, and even length; for it was thought that a M. Tresca, one of the secretaries of the commission, who 
glass metre, like a steel metre, would ‘thus ‘become had given much study to the question, and laid an elabo- 

4 shorter in course of time. Even platinum, which was rate note upon the subject belore the Commission, is of a 
4 the best pure metal for the purpose, has the disadvantage very Ingenious and entirely novel character. Its trans- of being too soft and too weak for a measuring bar. verse section may be described as taken from the form of 

~ Combined, however, with a proper proportion of iridium, the letter X, if divided down the middle into two halves, 
platinum satisfied all the conditions required either for a and then joined by a band equal in thickness to the Standard metre or kilogramme. These two metals have other parts (3 millimetres). By lowering the upper surface 
the same system of regular crystallisation, the same of this band to the mid-depth of the bar, it gives a con- 
density and rate of expansion, and when alloyed in proper tinuous plane, upon which not only the two ‘efning lines 
proportions, they produce a perfectly homogeneous mate- of the metre can be cut, but also any intermediate lines rial, They are the two metals which of all others dilate that may be required as subdivisions of the metre. By a 
the least by heat, and the proposcd alloy of 10 per cent, further slight reduction in the thickness of the lower half of iridium has been proved to hive as nearly as possible of the sectional fizure, the dciining lines will lie not only 

| the same density and the same rate of expansion as the in the length of the neutral axis of the bar, but also in that existing Metric Standards, thej A/¢re and the Kilo. | Of its centre of gravity. The dimensions of the bar itself | gramme des Archives. This fact alone is important as when first constructed are to be ro2 centimetres in length, 
| greatly facilitating the identity of the length and weight and 2 centimetres square in section, and the bar is after- 5 of the new Standards with those of the original proto. wards to be planed to the form decided upon, Its weight 

* Continued from p. 197. will thus be reduced to about 3) kilozrammes, and the 
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defining lines of the metre will be cut at the distance of | ascertaining the rate of expansion of the bars,theaccurate +, 

t centimetre from each end of the bar. determination of the temperature by thermometers will be : 

There appear to be many advantages in this new form | requisite. The question of the amount of dependence to . 

of measuring bar, of a geometrical, mechanical, thermal, | be placed on the indication of the temperature by mer- 

and economical character. Much importance is attached | curial thermometers, which has recently been a good deal . 

to the absolute uniformity of the bar throughout its whole agitated in this country, was considered by the Commis- " 

length, as equalising its resistance and molecular action, | sion to be one of great importance. They found that in P 

and also to the adoption of a geometrical form as sym- | all mercurial thermometers, the dilatation of the glass ¢ 

metrical as possible. The absence of any acute angle | envelope, which, so far as it is known, is only about one- s 

was also dwelt upon as facilitating the mechanical dis- } seventh that of the quicksilver, renders the reading of the ‘ 

placement of the surplus metal; and it has since been | best calibrated thermometers liable to errors amounting to : 

practically ascertained that the planing can be executed | some tenths of a centesimal degree. The best authorities , 

with the utmost regularity and precision. It will also) are also of opinion that implicit dependence cannot be 

prove an excellent test of the soundness of the metal | placed on the constancy of mercurial thermometers, so , 

throughout the whole length of the bar. The great | far as they indicate the temperature, nor on the constancy ° 

rigidity of this form of bar, combined with the advantage | of the dilatation of the glass envelope. It was thought, z 

of the high elasticity of the platinum-iridium, was fully | therefore, that for ascertaining the temperature with a 

shown ; as compared with the rigidity of the Metre des | degree of precision exceeding o”! C., recourse must be 

Archives, it will be as 25'9tot, although its sectional area | had to an air thermometer. 

is only half as much more. The new form will also be On the other hand, the air thermometer is an instru- 

highly favourable for equalising the temperature through- | ment complicated in construction and difficult to use. It 

out its whole length and thickness, and for taking the | requires the greatest precautions and practised skill in its 

temperature of the surrounding medium ; and it will | manipulation ; and the necessity of having recourse to an 

afford a most convenient lodgement for mercurial ther- | air thermometer on every occasion of making com- 

mometer tubes, thus enabling the actual temperature of | parisons with the primary standards would create very _ 

the measuring axis of the bar to be readily and accurately | serious embarrassments. On these grounds it was decided 

determined. This measuring axis will be in one open | that every one of the new metres should be accompanied _ 

and unbroken line, and quite unaffected in its dilatation | by two detached mercurial thermometers, carefully com- 7 

by any contact with the support of the bar. Lastly, in | pared with an air thermometer, and which should be re- | 

an economical point of view, the form proposed will give | verified with it from time to time. . 

the greatest possible strength with the least quantity of It was stated to the Commission by M. H. Saint-Claire . 

the costly material used. Deville, as the result of twenty years’ use of an air ther- : 

This form for the mé¢re 2 traits can be employed with ; mometer, that no instrument could be more precise and 7 

merely a slight modification for any mé¢res d bouts, or end- | convenient in reading, more easy and expeditious in use. - 

standards, that may be required. The form of the bars | He estimated that by employing an air thermometer 

for the métres a bouts will have a similar sectional figure, | according to a method suggested by him, the mean tem- 

but symmetrical, the measure being defined by the sphe- | perature of’a standard metre under comparison could be 

rical end of two small cylinders, 3 millimetres in diameter, | determined with precision to the sinth of a degree of 

and projecting 1 millimetre from the middle of the ends | the centigrade scale. 

of the bar, the radius of curvature being I metre. On the subject of dilatation, we can only briefly allude 

One other point may be noticed as to the mode of deter- | to M. Fizeau’s admirable method of accurately determin- 

mining the temperature and dilatation of the standards. | ing the rate of expansion of solid bodies by heat, by em- : 

The temperature at which the new metre will have its | ploying the length of a wave of monochromatic sodium ; 

true length has been decided to be the same as that of | light (a constant = 0'005888 millimetre, or 0°00002318 . 

the Metre des Archives, that is to say, o° C. All the | inch), as his standard of measure. By means of an in- . 

necessary arrangements have been already made for | genious apparatus constructed by M. Soleil, the yellow 

making compirisons at this temperature by constructing | ray is made to fall vertically through a piece of plate glass 

a cold chamber expressly for the purpose, and surround. | ona horizontal plane of the solid body, and is reflected 

ing it with non-conduztiny miterials. By a blast of cold | in the under-surface of the glass. By counting the 

air driven by a steam-engine in an adjoining room over a number of Newton’s rings passing a fixed point upon the 

surface of ether and through pipes into the cold chamber, glass, when they are set in motion from the expansion of 

the temperature in it may be reduced in a few hours to | the surface of the solid body by observed degrees of heat, 

the freezing point, and muintainsd constant there. Irom | its dilatation can be computed with the greatest precision. 

this adjoining room also the requisite light is conveyed This metho t has been described in the proceedings of the 

into the cold chimber, an | is thrown by reflection on the | Royal Society on November 30, 1866, when the Rumford 

bars and apparatus, There is an inner part of the | gold medal was awarded to M. Fizeau for it. The Com- 

chamber in which the standard metres and the comparing mission also hope to obtain a standard of dilatation by 

apparatus are pliced, whilst the observer is enabled to | marking a measure of length of one or two decimetres 

mike the adjustinents and the comparisons through the | upon the plane surface of a piece of Beryl in its axis of 

Microscopes from an outer pirt, and thus the heat of his | non-dilatation, MM. Fizeau has shown that Beryl varies 

body is prevented from exerting any disturbing intluence | in its dimensions from heat less than almost any other 

on the bars and apparatus. body, and that it possesses this peculiarity, that whilst it 

Many comparisons of the metre will, however, be made expands by heat in the direction of its axis of crystallisa- 

at other temperatures, and in all such cases, as well as for ' tion, it contracts by heat in the direction perpendicular to
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this axis ; consequently in the line of the proper inter- | Boole or Rowan Hamilton—but extraordinarily great | mediate angle there is no dilatation or contraction what- mathematicians like these are very rare, and there were 
ever from heat. Endeavours will therefore be made thus ({ not in Britain a dozen who were his ‘superiors. © We are 
to obtain an invariable standard measure of length, by | told in the Preface to this work that it was his intention 
comparison with which the rate of dilatation of measures to have composed a companion volume on the contra- 
variable with heat may be determined. dictions and inconsistencies of orthodox Icarning.” What 

There are other subjects of the investigations of the | a loss we have here sustained —how narrow an escape 
| committee which might be noticed, but we have probably | several of our most popularly idolised men of science, &c., 

stated enough to enable some idea to be formed of the | have made—must be known to many, perhaps even dimly 
: magnitude of the work undertaken by the International | suspected (at least we hope so) by those who would Metric Commission, and of the value and importance of | assuredly have been the earliest and most prominent 
; the anticipated results of their labours ; as well as the ad- | sufferers. 
e vantages expected to be obtained from the proposed} A great part of the volume consists of reprints from a 
, establishment of the permanent International Metric | series of almost weekly papers in the Atheneum ; but | Institution. H. W. CHISHOLM much new matter has been added, and several modifica- y tions and corrections have been made. The task of : ST | editing has been undertaken by the author’s widow, and 
. DE ALORGAN’S BUDGET OF PARADOXES | appears to have been exceedingly well done throughout. 

The volume is not one which can be read through at a A Budget of Paradoxes, By A. De Morgan. (Longmans, sitting—nor even at three or four: the multiplicity of r 1872.) subjects renders it bewildering if more than a dozen or I THs work is absolutely unique, Nothing in the | two of pages be read at a time—but we do not envy the is slightest degree approaching it in its wonderful | man who cannot, at a spare moment, find both pleasure 
: combinations has ever, to our knowledge, been produced. | and profit in the perusal of a moderate portion of it, taken 
7 True and false science, theological, logical, metaphysical, | 77 aperturam, 
7 physical, mathematical, &c., are interwoven in its pages De Morgan was a very dangerous antagonist. Ever 4 in the most fantastic manner: and the author himself ready, almost always thoroughly well informed, gifted 
d mingles with his puppets, showing off their peculiarities: | with admirable powers of sarcasm which varied their 

posing them, helping them when diffident, restraining | method according to the temperament of his adversary, 
” them when noisy, and even occasionally presenting him- | he was ready for all comers, gaily tilted against many so- self as one of their number. All is done in the most | called celebrities ; and—upset them. It is unfortunate 

perfect good-humour, so that the only incongruities we | that the issue of his grand contest with Sir William ° are sensible of are the sometimes savage remarks which | Hamilton (the great Scottish Oxford Philosopher) is but 
several of his pet bears make about their dancing. | in part indicated in this volume—it is softened down, in 
master. fact, till one can hardly recognise the features of the extra- 

De Morgan was a man of extraordinary information, ordinary Atheneum correspondence of 1847. There the We use the word advisedly as including all that is meant ungovernable rage of the philosopher contrasts most 
by the several terms knowledge, science, erudition, &c. strongly with the calm sarcasm of the mathematician, { Everywhere he was thoroughly at home. An old edition who was at every point his master, and who“ p ayed ” 
and its value-giving peculiarities or defects, a complex him with the dexterity and the tenderness of oid Isaak ¢ mathematical formula with its proof and its congeners, a himself! But it is characteristic of De Morgan that, * | debated point in theology or logic, a quotation from some though he was grievously insulted throughout the greater 7 | almost-unheard-of author, all came naturally to him, and | part of this discussion, no trace of annoyance seems to ; from him, With a lively and ready wit, a singularly | paye remained with him after the death of his antagonist ; | happy style, and admirable temper, he was exactly fitted for none would gather from the “ Budget” more than the ' to write a work like this. And every page of it shows | faintest inkling of the amount of provocation he received. " that he thoroughly enjoyed his task. Witness, for in- Yet De Morgan had his weak points, and in an un- 
stance, the following extract :— guarded moment he made a first, and last, attack—one of . “I will not, from henceforward, tallc to any squarer of | the few assaults in which he was unsuccessful—on Faraday, the circle, trisector of the angle, duplicator of the cube, | At Jeast he gets the credit of having reviewed a lecture of e constructor of perpetual motion, subverter of gravitation, Faraday’s in the -I//e f 18e- l of hav of stagnator of the earth, builder of the universe, &c. I will ays in the dtenwum ot 1857, and of Aaving St, receive any writings or books which require no answer, for once wholly missed the main point at Issue, 

1. and read them when I please: I will certainly preserve To rcturn to the “Budget.” The tenderness displayed for 
be them—this list may be enlarged ‘ a he juture time. | trisectors, duplicators ot the cube, circle squatters, pers tpon asucogyy inchs, andthe tna | BEA MONS, «7 i gon onem fom Je Red 
\- winning at play. I have never cared to preserve astrology. through J. Symons, to J. saith is most touching. The by The mechanists make models, and not books, he infal- rea human interest evidently taken in the careers of those 
” lible winners-—though I have seen a few—think their hopelessly tignorant weiters, docs credit to De Morgan s af secret too valuable, and prever mnutare qwadrata rotundis — heart, He dovs not hans up his Paradover on high as a ts ce into coin—at the gaining-house : verily they warning, nor docs he dissect him tor purposes ot psy cho- te . - logical Study ; he carefully spreads him out, under sutt- sit He was not, let it be at once said, j great original cient but hot extravagant pressure, on the white page of st mathematician—not, that is, of the order of men like | his herbarium, and fondly preserves him as a specimen 
r {0 MO cree
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for his future lectures. ‘hus the specimens may be said | and carrics it on to the end of Part IV. In the first 

to /i7e in his pages, with all their bright motley of colour | volume of the “ Annals” Prof, Burmeister, in the course 

and their extraordinary odours-—only fadfencd a little by | of a general article on the fossil mammals of the dilu- 

the supreme necessities of the case. vium of Buenos Ayres, had given a preliminary expo- 

Mingled with the paradoxes, and generally more or less | sition of his vicws ‘5 to the arrangeinent of these won- 

directly suggested by them, we have many valuable | derful animals. Ile now entcrs at length upon the 

pieces of information—as, for instance, about the calendar | description of the species known to him, and gives a 

(pp. 219, &c.), the names of the “beast” (p. 403), the | series of splendid lithographs to illustrate their remains. 

“Macclesfield Letters” (p. 448), &c.—and we have anec- | Not only are the bones of the Glyptodonts so perfectly 

dotes, verses more or lcss coafessedly doggrel, and para- | preserved as to cnable many of the skeletons to be coim- 

doxes full-blown, from the author’s own pea. pletely restored, but great portions of the extraordinary 

One extract must suffice, though there are hundreds | suits of armour with which they were clad above and 

equally good, for which we must refer the reader to this | below have likewise been discovered, so that their external 

most thoroughly enjoyable book itself Our choice is | appearance can likewise be porirayed, Those who 

determined by the present aspect of the education ques- | interest themselves in palaeontology will do well to secure 

tion : and conveys a much-needed lesson to all who are | copies of these beautiful illustrations, a few of which are | 

capable of comprehending. on sale at Messrs. Taylor and Francis, of Red Lion Court, 

“Tt was somewhat more than twenty years after I had | at tos. a number. 

thus heard a Cambridge tutor show sense of the true place We should add that, attached to each number otf the 

of Horner's method, that a pupil of mine who had passed | « Anales” is a “Boletin del Museo Publico de Buenos 

on to Cambridge was desired by his College tutor to solve A y: hich is gi t of the additi 

a certain cubic equation—one of an integer root of two yres,” in which is given an account of the acailiols 

figures. In a minute the work and answer were presented | made to the establishment during the year. An important 

by Horner’s method. ‘How!’ said the tutor, ‘this can’t | acquisition 1n 1871 was the series of remains of the 

be, you know.’ ‘There is the answer, sir, said my pupil, | A/achrauchenta patachonica, an extinct animal allied to 

greatly amused, for my pupils learnt not only Horner’s | the horses and tapirs, formerly belonging to a naturalist 

method, but the estimation it held at Cambridge. ‘Yes,’| named Bravard, who was killed in the earthquake of 

said the tutor, ‘there is the answer, certainly; but it | wong Thes ecimens formed the basis of Prof. 

stands to reason that a cubic equation cannot be solved encoza. , ese specimens forms e basis of trol 

in this space.’ He then sat down, went through a process Burmeister’s complete restoration of this animal, pub- 

about ten times as long, and then said with triumph, lished in the first volume of the “ Anales.” 

‘There! that is the way to solve a cubic equation!’ I 

think the tutor in this case was never matched, except by an 

the country organist. A master of the instrument went OUR BOOK SHELF 

into the organ-loft during service, and asked the organist 

to let him f/ay the congregation out; consent was given. Notes on the Post-pliocene Geology of Canada, &¢. By 

The stranger, when the time came, began a voluntary, J. W. Dawson, LL.D, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Montreal : 

which made the people open their ears, and wonder who Mitchell and Wilson, 1872.) 

had got into the loft; they kept their places to enjoy the | Turse “ Notes,” which are reprinted from the Canadian 

treat. When the organist saw this, he pushed the inter- | WVaturalist, cannot fail to interest European glacialists. 

loper off the stool, with ‘You'll never play ’em out this | Especially valuable for purposes of comparison are the 

side Christmas” He then began his own drone, and the | detailed notes on the fossils obtained from the glacial 

congregation began to move quietly away. ‘There!’| beds. The lists include in all about 205 species, distri- 

said he, ‘that’s the way to play ’em out: ” buted as follows :—Radiata, 24; Mollusca, 140; <Arrti- 

culata, 26 ; Vertebrata, 5. All these, with three or four 

exceptions, may be affirmed, says the author, to be living 

BURMEISTER’S ANNALS OF THE PUBLIC | northern or southern species. Moreover, the fauna of the 

MUSEUM OF BUENOS AYRES older part of he Canadian glacial deposits is more Arctic 

in character tha rn part. S 

Anales del Museo Publico de Buenos Ayres, para dar a appear that since ta oe umalation "OF ne bourter-clay 

conocer los objetos de Historia Natural nuevos 0 poco | gradual amelioration of climate has taken place; but the 

conocidos conservados en este establecimento. Por | change from Arctic conditions has evidently been less 

German Burmeister, M.D. Vol. ii, parts 1—4. (Bue- decided on the west than on the east side of the Atlantic, 

nos Ayres and London : Taylor and Francis.) Dr. Dawson’s conclusions regarding what we may term 

. 1e physics of the glacial epoch will probably meet with 

[* a previous number of NATURE (vol. iii, p. 282), | less acceptance than his paleontological results. He con- 

Prof. Flower has given our readers an account of | siders the Erie-clay described by Whittlesey, Newoerry, 

the first volume of this most meritorious work, and of the and others to be of marine, and not of fresh-water origin, 

objects of its distinguished author in undertaking it. | 7 these autlors believe. But his eat for this opinion 

“co Prof. Flowers’s article was published, four parts of | CAD Dardly O° considere satistactory. \\ fen an extensive 

Since Ei I , deposit of fine clay, after having been examined over a 

the second volume of the ‘Anales” have been issued, | wide area, is found not only to be totally destitute of 

containing a series of articles and illustrations of quite as | marine organisms, but to contain quantities of drift-wood, 

great zoological interest as those in the first volume. The and to have associated with it beds of peat and an old 

wonders of the extinct Mammatian Fauna of the Argen- soil containing tree roots, the probabilities are that the 

tine Republic are well known, and in the present volume clay-beds are et fresh ware tle Fav be esides, if we are 
of Turmeister devotes himself to their exposition. In not mistaken, fres vewatel shells have been got in the Erie 

Prof, bu clay. That much-vexed question, the origin of boulder- 

the first part he commences a complete monograph of clay comes in for some discussion in these “ Notes,” the 

the Glyptodonts, or extinct gigantic Armadillos, repre- | author inclining to think the deposit is marine. It is some- 

sented by specimens in the museum under his charges what significant, however, that the boulder-clay is only 

ee
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fossilifefons in the lower part of the St, Lawrence river ; ) water, as well ns the inconvenience of having to provide for the 
. e in and it has not been observed to contain fossils, | requisite fall, caused me to discontinue the use of water, and to 
rom t e author s description of the boulder-clay as seen substitute in its stead mercury as the most suitable liquid for 

at low levels in Canada, we think that deposit more establishing the truth, which I had recognised by means of a 

closely resembles some of the maritime fossiliferous water-air-pump with an insufficient fall. My paper of 1865 was 
stony clays of Britain than our Till or lower boulder-clay. written with reference to a// liquids; in fact, on p. 15 (rendered 

Dr. Dawson seems to have satisfied himself that the “ real promiment by italics) T summed up thus :— 
cause ” of the excavation of the American lakes “was ob- | }, J he main fact which I have established in this paper may 
viously the flowing of cold currents over the American land hube my stated to pe that, 77 a liquid be allowed to run down a 

during its submergence.” He also thinks that “ the fiords | a lateral ube and if. Ie teigh 1a the recctuey is. attache 
on coasts, like the deep lateral valleys of mountains, are | b¢ not le thi Us Foe en ene eed ahih can be 
evidences of the action of waves, rather than that of ice.” supported by the cmowvh Fe Ue niall be formed in S ¢ . heric pressur ° " 

ords have been cut out by ice. They are un I regret that the obviousn . - ess of the matt i 

doubtedly submerged valleys, and were hollowed out by from expressing myself in a more detailed nennee beligving. ae 
streams and other atmospheric influences in ages long I still believe, that what I wrote sufficiently described the con. 

anterior to the glacial epoch. But however much we may struction of the water-air-pump. 
differ from Dr. Dawson in some of his conclusions, there | _ 1" Conclusion Mr. Johnson’s aspirator for establishing a 
can be no doubt that he has added very considerably to current of air ought to be mentioned here. It was recognised 

our knowledge of American glacial deposits, and we cor- by Prof. Holmann *F to act on the principle of the trompe, and dially recommen d the perusal of his “ Notes” to our geo- Oo course might have served as an air-pump, had it been noticed 
logical readers, at ane time that the instrument would furnish the means of 

ing a vacuum. And I may also draw attenti t 
of a vacuum-pan, through which the water ie made to eveay se, 
which has served to condense the steam of the boiling liquid 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Wetec pana. but in ike manner have served as a complete 
| rater -air- it does nota 1 

[ Tae Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions expressea discovered. ppear thats H. SpreNcEn 
by his correspondents, No notice is taken of anonymous London, Jan, 22, 1873 ) 
communications. | 

—_——— 

The Invention of the Water-Air-Pump Kant on the Retarded Rotation of Planets and Satellites 
Ti . ; : . 

STATEMENT BY PROF. BUNSEN # the 5 s now recognised that we tides are necessarily lengthening 

_ “A letter addressed to me by Dr. Sprengel, under date of | plete. “Tt appears,” sa sM “Tait tn his “Ther vedpaamiont 
November 1, 1872, in which he says: ‘ Perhaps it will not have | p. 86, ‘‘that the first a sti n f wach in eect fe dine tc 

escaped your observation, that the invention of the water-air- Kant.” Mr. Stewart aks more positive fet Meat 

pump, which you have constructed after the principle of my | p. 356), but adds that Mayer “ vas th Peet to! ve his Conk. 
mercury air-pump» according to your paper published in 1868 on | sions general publicity.” * was the frst to give his conclu 

e washing of precipitates, is almost everywhere attribut d i etl 1 
you,’ induces me to make the following statement 2 ve to be Found in Rousnerand and Schabect’s 4 ion of his worke 

‘‘The interesting discovery, that b i li seacadewe of Sclonces bad oro J y means of columns of | part vi. pp. v - i i 0. 

liquids flowing downwards a more perfect vacuum can be pro- posed, ihe subje " fa rine eesan foe yen the aeetons 
duced, than was possible by the air-pumps hitherto in use, whether the length of day ind ni “At had hang i a it eee 

ongs solely and only to Dr. Sprengel. He in his res 3 Onthic was tobe anccrteined 
on the vacuum (Yournal of the Chemical Soctety, January 1865} Kant ae ‘not “Smpete ¢ a nay he wee diseats ascertained. 
brings prominently forward, that water is from a practical point | he might be, with his tt Peer estimate the paitle cineeey of 
of view the only liquid which could come into consideration as | retardation : but h tblished i rene in a Rovipsbow wacky 
a Substitute for mercury used in the instrument described by him ; | paper , © published fs views in a Aonigsberg weekly 

and that it is not unlikely that such an isstrument, adapted f ' i i 
! St Or It r ie . 

water, might possess advantages which air-pumps of other | In the frst ela whe ene cele wit ainoct ontion oon 
. constructions have not, particularly in hilly countries, where the | rality. H does o aepake merely of the tides, bat save the the 
| large volume of a natural waterfall might be rendered available rotation of any f tan eee cecoarily retarded it it contig scone 

In the theoretical considerations on the action of his instrument, siderable amouny of fi id nessa ari ell os ee da ahat he 
which immediately follows the above, it is noticed, that it is | considerableness (that is I nnitutle) of the couse alfecre dl only 

. simply the reverse of the Trompe, with this addition, that the | the magnitude (and. t the bare reality Owe the ciety settee de 
supply of air is limited, while that in the Trompe is unlimited nothing to be add dt his acento the condition ef retenda’ 

‘If in the face of these facts, which are open to all anyone tion but I it hea alte det mot seem te tha wank 
attributes to me, as I must conclude from Dr. Sprengel’s letter a | adding namel th, “ener y dissi ‘ied In consequence of the tan 
share in his discovery, I can regret this only all the more keenly, perfect rigidity and elasti sh Modid cotte oF the hianan 
as in my treatise on the new method of filtration I could not Again with res ect te th yen 1 Sst, Kone makes tee one 

possibly hive expressed myself with regard to Dr. Sprengel’s | ments which, if li lly vNeradictow, yet taken tesethoe nets 
claims more loyally and precisely than I have done. There I | show the fuln f his k coreg, Wigee ha eye eke eae 
have stated expressly, that I have constructed the pump used for | must ultim t ly ease farther On that it mast Leigh alt hi 
filtrations and described by me in detail, after the principle of | equal to tl ere, slutio 5 Herter on that it muss diminish til it is Sprengel's mercury air-pump. It was the only apparatus of the equa, r. le revo ution of the moon, so that the earth will con- 
Bed eh De Goo ocel descrihed, cons ntly face the moon, as the moon now constantly faces th 

( preng ed, equently the one to | earth. The essay b ark iti y . Which clone I ccaldencfee wh. Boneng San hat say bears marks of hasty writing; and it seems 
 Hoinlpere Now a 1872” . SE ear that the latter statement is only intended for that part of th 

g, 5, 187 effect which is due to the moon. The former may I intend a 

Expressing my best thanks to Prof. Bunsen for the above to affirm the ultimate abolition of the solar day ; if it means 

statement, 1 beg to add, that since 1860 I have been using for much more (as it ought) I presume it is inconsistent with Kant’s 

p oratory purposes a water-trompe, as described by me in | ©XPFeSs rejection of the hypothesis of an interplanetary resisting 
osgendorff's Annalen for 1861, vol. cxu., which (by reversing medium. ° 

the action) led me in 1863 to the new method of air-rarefaction’ On the other hand, Kant betrays no suspicion of the reaction 
Water was the first liquid, which I used in my fist pump, con- upon the disturbing bodies, and the consequent. len nthening f 
structed during the summer of 1863. But the fallacies arising | the month and year, And in speculating on the Sasi ly of 

from the ten:ion of aqueous vapour and from the air absorbed in | * Quarter]; > ee uarteriy Journal of the Chemical Scetety, vol. iv. po Se : 

* Translated from Ann. Chem, Pharm, vol. clxv. p. 159, by H. Sprengel } bid. Y emnal Stiedy, volo ive p re, 1852. 

authorised by Prof. Bunsen. ’ Landon, ments of Physics,” by Neil Arnot, M.D. (Longmans.) 3rd ecit. 
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historical verification, he thinks only of an apparent shortening of Aurora Spectra. . 

the year, forgetting the month, which, as it has turned out, has Mr. Carron’s notice of my observations with regard to the 

proved the tell-tale, Least of all can he have imagined that the | guroral spectra compels me to say a few words with regard to 

Aeon could be answered, or even asked—What becomes of | them which I should rather have deferred till I could confirm 

the lost velocity? wos ; my suspicions by fresh experiments. The spectrum which 

But he siys expressly that il is probably the tidal influence of | aonears to coincide with the aurora, is not the ordinary spectrum 
the earth that has brought he pavsoge to face the earth constantly of oxygen obtained by the disruptive discharge but is, I have 

as it does, Mir. ‘att, in tet rom which I have quoted, | Jittle doubt, that described by Wallner (Phil. Mag. p. 420, vol. 

treats this suggestion as originally Helmholtz’s, though, speak- | xxxvii.) It is not uncommon in ordinary /umiére tubes, Lut I ob- 
ing ene are 43 should have said k formed part cr tained it with a feeble discharge in tubes filled with electrolytic 

place’s explanation. Be this as it may, Kant published it | oxygen, and therefore put it down to that gas. It is now two | 

When Laplace was five years old. ears since I made these experiments, Circumstances compelled = 
The essay was reprinted by Nicolovius in his collection of me to leave the research incomplete, and I have hitherto been : 

Kant's minor pieces. I do not know the date of this publica- | ynable to return to it; but greater experience in the difficulties ‘ 

tion, but 1839 is the date of Rosenkranz and Schubert. Yet we | of spectrum work has suggested sources of error which I did not ' 
have Arago in his latest worl, and Herschel at least as rate 8 then suspect, and I should not feel any surprise if the spectrum 

1851, affirming the invariable length of the day, not merely in question turned out to be that of some carbon compound from 

approximately established by history, but (internal disturbance the india rubber connections. It certainly has a strong family 

apart) as a direct result of dynamical principles. It is not | Jikeness to these, and if it were so, would confirm Prof. Piazzi 

‘general publicity” that was wanting in Kant’s case, but special | Smyth’s coincidence with citron acetylene. I will endeavour 
publicity, the publicity of Transactions and Jahrbiicher. It is shortly to decide this. 

to be hoped that those who work in the several departments As to instrumental power, the greatest I have used on the 

of knowledge are now learning to know better what their neigh- | aurora has been that of a 60° bisulphide prism ; but this is 

bours are about. sufficient to show in both lines a breadth distinctly greater than 

Hadley, Middlesex, Jan. 21 C. J. Monro the slit. Unfortunately, however, as I think I have before 

__ stated, the auroral line appears equally nebulous on both sides, 

while that in the tube spectrum is shaded mainly towards the 

Pollen-eaters red. On the other hand it is fair to note that this ceases to be 

I hat I ble to give Mr. B tt all the j visible when the light is, faint and the dispersive power not 

AM sorry that Tam unable to give Mr. Bennett all the in- | greater than that employed on the aurora. 
formation that he desires, as I have never studied the classifica- s North Shields, Jan. 8 HEnry R. PROCTER 

tion of the Diptera, and do not know the species of the flies in 

question; nor do I like to trust my memory as to those of the __—_ 

flowers. The common dandelion is, however, I think, an espe- ‘‘ Diatherman ” Di ” 

cial favourite ; and it is evident that in this and other Composite On the Words Diat ermanous, iathermancy , etc. 

the movements of any insect among the flowrets must scatter IN reply to the question of Mr. W. M. Williams in the post- 

some of the pollen upon the stigmas, and some may even be | script to his letter (NATURE, vol. vii. p. 202) I beg leave to 

carried on its legs and body in its wanderings from flower to | make a few observations. I presume that the author of the 

flower, though the stnooth body and cleanly habits of the fly above terms thought that the idea of the permeability of a medium 

must be rather an obstacle tothis. But to some other species of | by radiant heat could be better expressed by derivatives of the 

flowers, on the pollen of which I have sometimes seen them | verb Oepyaivw (I heat) than by those of the more elementary 

feeding, and paid particular attention to this point, I think it words Oé¢pyos (hot) or 6ipun (heat). To the former of these 

very doubtful whether their visits can be anything but injurious. classes ‘‘ diathermanous, diathermancy” (from Oepuavors), 5 
W. E. Harr and “ diathermacy’’ (from @eppacla), all belong, though they are 

P.S.—Allow me to correct a misprint in my former note. By not very regularly formed, as our English ,termination “cy” 

the substitution of an ‘‘N” for the initial ‘‘h,” the expressive corresponds to the Latin tia, as ‘ clemency from clementia, or 

popular name of ‘‘hoverers,” which I used in writing of the the Greek ‘‘reia,” as “policy,” from wodiréia. ‘ Diathermous 

Syrphide, has been rendered quite meaningless. I should also belongs to the latter class. ' 

be glad to know whether I am correct in the use of the word According to precedents the substantive corresponding to 

‘6 mandibula,” in the same note. “ diathermous” might be “diathermy,” as bigamous, bigamy, 

, or ‘‘diathermeity,” as diaphanous, diaphaneity, or ‘‘ diather- 
va —_——_—— mosity,” as porous, porosity, but not ‘‘diathermacy,” in which 

Met ‘1 South Pacifi the second letter ‘‘a” clearly points out its derivation from the 
eteors in Sou acific verb. 

. . . 1 fe ; tol rT; 3 7 " 

WHILE some natives of these islands were preparing my boat | ,, In point o! yorm the Ww ords of tatin in ehe eamon calent, é 

for a journey during the night of October 27-28, they were con- : ney» € sense, ar : 
or a journey & , quite unobjectionable, and have the great advantage of corre- 
siderably alarmed by the appearance of a very large meteor. As a ee me ee 

. . > sponding in form with “transparent, transparency, trans- 
far as 1 could ascertain from them it became visible near to ¢ ] WP es ” " : 

i . : - ucent,” “translucency,”’ so that the words expressing permea- 
Ceti, and rushed towards the south-east, leaving a bright train in bili I s 
‘ reer ; ility by the rays of light and heat are of similar form, though 
its wake. One of the natives described it as being as [arse as a perhaps the derivation of ‘“calescence” from a neuter verb 

man’s head ; the others thought it was larger than that. ese . . aT Dy 

statements about size must be taken with caution, but from the when an active sense is wanted, may be an objection to their 

excitement it causes {believe the 4 menor was a very large one. Seeing, therefore, that ‘“diathermous” has no very eligib'e 

Tt was seen a little Deore local meee as substantive corresponding to it, I submit that the original words 

I was travelling the same night from midnight to 3 A. M., and ‘‘diathermanous” and ‘‘diathermancy” are most eligible in 

during that time p observed adnan meee awe on drce sense and least objectionable in form of the words of Greek 

appeared near to Pollux, and disappeared near to @ Myors. | derivation. Some perhaps, in spite of the above objection, may 
The other nine all appeared near to 7 Canis majoris and pro- ar the Latin words W.D.L’L 

ceeded through the constellation Argo Navis. The last I saw, | P . ~ v. . 

at 3 A.M., reached nearly to the Southern Cross, which was then . —_— 

just above the horizon. 
; 

Only one of the eleven meteors I saw was at all remark- Dr. Sanderson's Experiments 

able for size, and that was about as bright as Sirius, with which May I ask Dr. Burdon Sapderson to kindly state in your 

I compared it, This was the only one which left any percep- covurans one or two matters relating 0 the cheese employed by 

tible train. r. Bastian in the experiments at which he assisted. He justly 

I should add that, although Samoa is in the Western hemi- | remarks on the value of a knowleige of methods of demon- 

sphere, our local time is that of the Eastern hemisphere ; hence | strating important facts—and I would therefore ask for the 

the dates given are twenty-four hours ahead of the true time of advantage of other readers as well as my own—some further 

our geographical position, S. J. WHirMee information. I have already to thank Dr. Bastian for stating the 

Samoa, Suuth Pacific, Oct. 30, 1874 specific gravity of his turnip-solution, in reply to my request.
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In Dr, Sanderson's letter additional particulars are given, which % IRV AT 
also do not form pait of the statement of those conditions undsr THE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY AT 

which Dr. B istian tells us in his book on the ‘ Beginnings of MAURITIUS 
ife,” that he has in the proportion of cases out of 1,000 . . es 

ohtsined a development of Bacteria from ternip-solution—boiled T HE Meteorological Society of vaunes have recently 

and sealed boiling. It appears that Ir, Bastian considers it a presented to the Governor of that colony amemorta 

condition favourable to success—that the rind of the turnip be | (contained in a copy of the Commercial Gazette sent to us) 

excluded from the preparation of the infusion. This is for the | requesting him immediately to place on the estimates a 

first time announced in Dr. Sanderson’s letter. Also it is there | sum sufficient to complete the new meteorological obser- 

for the first time that an accurate description of the flasks (not | vatory there before the end of the present year. One 

tubes) used, and of the quantity of infusion enclosed in each | of the objects for which this excellent society was formed 
flask is given. . | in 1851, was to aim at the establishment of a permanent 

I now merely desire to know the quality of the small quantity | meteorological and magnetical observatory ; and since 1860 

of pounded cheese added to each flask. Let me say that another | the members have been doing their best to urge the Colonial 
condition of tne experiment not given by Dr. Bastian, these Government to help them to accomplish their object ; but 

after the infusion ‘s in the flask —so that no straining or filtra- | ON untoward event after another has occurred to postpone 
tion is made use of, subsequently to its addition, In the ab- its consummation. T[ he old observatory, a very Incon- 

sence of so distinct a statement on this point as that of Dr. venient one, was sold in 1866 for 10,8432. and about half 

Sanderson, it was natural to suppose that the turnip and cheese this sum was made available by the Government for the 

infusion would be strained in some way, to get rid of coarse | new observatory and instruments ; besides this, another 

particles, It seems important that it should be known (1) what | sum of 4, 500/. is available, thouzh the Government hesi- 

kind of cheese was used, (2) about how much to each fluid | tate to make use of it. In 1870 a small portion of the 

ounce of turnip infusion, (3) to what extent the cheese was | new building was erected, and the foundation stone of the 
pounded” before addition, and whether particles of cheese | main building laid by H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, 

visible to the naked eye, and of what approximate size, were | byt nothing more has been done since ; and the staff, 
present in the infusion during its boiling? (4) whether the turnip owing to the scanty allowance for the purpose, has been 

elton was ‘strained efoe the addition of the cheese, and | Sten inadequate, The memorial then asks the governor 
I trust that Dr, Sanderson having placed your readers, and to grant at once the funds necessary to complete the 

those interested in the natural history of Bacteria, under so great building and to maintain an adequate staff ; and urges, as 

an obligation by his careful statement of the conditions of the | 2 reason for haste, among other more enduring and 

experiments of which he was witness, will kindly add to our | general reasons, the approaching transit of Venus. The 
debt by furnishing this additional information. people of Mauritius, both for their own sakes and for the 

In numerous experiments with turnip solution made by Dr. | sake of science, the Society believe will be glad to lend 

Pode and myself recently in the laboratory of the Regius Profes- | a helping hand. We cannot but think that if the Govern- 

) sor of Medicine of this University, we found that under the condi- ment of Mauritius give the matter their serious considera- 

tions given in Dr. Bastian’s book, no life was developed—a | tion, they will at once accede to the prayer of the society’s 
result contrary to that obtained by him in 999 cases out of 1,000. | memorial. The benefit which such an observatory, in the 
It will be necessary to make further experiments by aid of the | heart of the Indian Ocean, would confer on science and 
pght pumnished by Dr. Sanderson’s letter, in order to explain | yumanity would be immense: and to cripple such an in- 

It is desirable to call to mind that Pasteur himself and others stitution would be anything but economy. The vast im- 
have recorded experiments regarded by them as demonstrating portance in agricultural, nautical, and sanitary points of 
the survival of the Butyric form of Bacterium or its germs, after | VIEW of having an observatory in Mauritius, is generally 
exposure to temperatures of 100° or even 105°C. acknowledged ; indeed, it is well known to those who have 

Exeter College, Oxford E. Ray LANKESTER resided in Mauritius, as well asin other tropical countries, 
that timely warning of a single hurricane (which experi- 

a S| ence shows can be given), might save as much money as 
would suffice to build an observatory, and to maintain it 

THE NATIONAL HERBARIA MEMORIAL for years. The Society does not seek any help from the 
Imperial Governm:nt; and we sincerely hope that no 

WE are glad to be able to lay before our readers the | narrow and short-sighted notions of economy will prevent 
reply to the memorial to Mr. Gladstone, signed by | the Governor of Mauritius from at once granting the 

so many eminent botanists, which appeared in NATURE | means of fulfilling the so frequently frustrated hopes of 
for January 16, The answer is in every respect satis- | the Meteorological Society. 

factory :— The Society concludes its memorial by “ strongly re- 
“ Treasury Chambers, January 23, 1873 commending that no deviation should be made from the 

“Sir—The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's plan proposed by the President and Council of the Royal 

Treasury have had before them your letter of the 3rd Society of London; that is, that meteorological, mag- 
instant, and the Memorial enclosed in it from various netical, and solar spot observations should be carried on 

gentlemen engaged in the pursuit of botany or in instruc- simultaneously by photography. To endeavour to carry 
tion therein, with respect to the transfer to the branch | Out a half-measure, liable to change and interruption, 
of the British Museum about to be constructed at South | Would be almost a waste of time and money. It is pro- 
Kensington, of the scientific collections and library now bable that meteorology, terrestrial magnetism, and sun- 
existing at the Royal Gardens at Kew. spots, are intimately connected by some law or laws not 

“Their lordships desire me to request that you | Yet determined ; and nothing short of long-continued 

will inform the memorialists that Her Majesty’s Govern- photographic records of the several phenomena con- 
ment have not formed the intention of removing the cerned, would meet the present requirements of Science.” 

collection to South Kensington, and fat should any- | - ———- ---.— ~~ ce oe 
thing lead them hereafter to entertain the idea, they will pepe ap pepe . 

: take care that ample notice shall be given, and that the THE NATIONAL HERB ARLA 
{ judgment of the persons most accomplished in botany THe Memorial printed in NATURE for January 16 

Shall be fairly weighed in the first 1n-tance. will probably be held to be a sutticient indication of 
¢ “Tam, Sir, your obedient servant, the estimation in which Kew ts held as a scientitie estab- 
t WILLIAM LAW lishment by the botanists of the country as well as of the 
7 “ The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Sibbertoft, undesirableness in their opinion of ats being in any way 
h “ Market Harborough ” dismembered.
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It will not I hope be considered improper if I venture | is also most important on purely utilitarian grounds, An 

(entirely, of course, on my own responsibility), to make | immense number of important products are derived from 

some remarks with the view of aiding those who are not | the vegetable kingdom, and it is very necessary to have 

botanists to form an opinion upon the matter. exact and precise information as to the plants which 

In the first place it may be well to give some notion | produce these. Dried plants preserved in herbaria are 

of the nature of a public herbarium and the purposes it | standards of reference in comparison with which the 

serves. Most persons are aware that with a little care | names of specimens can be accurately determined. Bota- 

specimens of almost any plant can be dried under pressure, | nical names have a universal currency, and therefore 

so as to give, even to those who are not accustomed to | obviate all the divergencies and confusion of those which 

study such specimens, some notion of what the plant is | are merely local and vernacular. Horticulturists more- 

like in the fresh state. To a professed botanist they yield | over look to those who have access to herbaria to 

of course a great deal more information. guarantee the correctness of the nomenclature of garden 

A herbarium then consists of a collection of dried | plants. | 
plants. Whatever may be the plan adopted by private Besides the herbarium at Kew there is the older one be- 

individuals, it is absolutely necessary in a public her- | longing to the British Muscum. It is still in a measure 

barium that the specimens should be securely stuck down | sv judice what is to be the future position of these two 

upon sheets of paper, in order that they may bear frequent | institutions. That the Kew Herbarium should not be 

handling without injury. This does not, however, prevent | severed from the Garden is the all but unanimous judg- 

the detachment under proper supervision of such frag- | ment of those who are best qualified to give an opinion. 

ments as can be spared and are requisite for scientific in- | With respect to the British Museum Herbarium there is : 

vestigation. The sheets on which the specimens are | greater difference. Some botanists have wished to see 

fastened are placed in loose covers, and these are arranged | the valuable type specimens which it contains added to 

in proper classificatory order on the shelves of cabinets | those at Kew, just as they might wish, if it were in their 

which are made to hold them. power, to condense there what is best in some of the 

Any botanist interested in any particular group of | leading foreign herbaria. In my opinion the transference 

plants, and visiting a well-worked herbarium, has only | to Kew of any portion of the British Museum collections 

to go to the proper place to find everything that the | would be very undesirable. The British Museum speci- 

herbarium contains belonging to that group ready to his | mens are mounted on paper of a very different size, and 

hand, and in a state suitable for study. Such a result | the sheets could not be cut down without impairing their 

is not, however, attained without immense labour on the | authenticity. Moreover, at the British Museum there is 

part of those who have charge of the herbarium. Fresh | an extensive series ot ante-Linnean herbaria most valuable 

accessions of plants have continually to be examined in | from a historical point of view, but not otherwise available 

detail before the proper positions for their intercalation in | for study, and these would, on that account, be out of 

the arranged collection can be determined. place at Kew. Again, with collections so combustible as 

A public herbarium derives its additions from three | those of dried plants, it is all but imperative to divide the 

sources :—gifts, exchange, and purchase. The first in- | risk of losing the whole national accumulations in one 

cludes, besides collections given by the government de- conflagration. . 

partments, at whose instance they have been made, sup- The two Herbaria have also two well-marked but 

plies coming from private individuals. At Kew the Garden | distinct fields of activity open to them. Let the Kew 

and the Herbarium benefit in common by the extensive | Herbarium remain, as at present, to be used for the 

correspondence carried on in every part of the globe with varied ends of the Kew establishment, and by such 

persons of every grade. Contributions, both large and students as are engaged in important works, as origi- 

small, are coastantly arriving of living and dried plants, | nal memoirs and colonial or forest floras executed for 

seeds, and specimens unsuitable for herbarium purposes | the Government. They would be willing to gain, as they 

but which find their place in the Museums. This corre- | do now by the distance from town, tranquillity from the 

spondence it has required a long period to organise, and it incursion of visitors less permanently occupied with 

needs no small exertion to continue and extend it. I | botanical pursuits. Then the British Museum collections 

conceive that it is, putting aside all others, a very strong | (which, if it were possible, it would be a convenient arrange- 

. argument for the maintenance of a herbarium at Kew, | mentto retain in Bloomsbury) would serve still for persons 

that it participates, as no other herbarium in this country who would use them rather for reference than for con- 

could do, in the results of a correspondence which must tinuous study, although this also would not be pre- 

necessarily be kept up for the purposes of the Garden, cluded. It must, however, be admitted that they are 

and which indeed could hardly be carried on elsewhere j capable of very great improvement even for purposes 

for the advantage of a herbarium alone, to anything like | of reference, and it would be very desirable to this end 

the same extent. Moreover the correspondents of Kew | that the Kew and Bloomsbury establishments should be 

constantly send dried plants to be named, besides making brought into some sort of amicable relation. I will give a 

demands for every kind of information which nothing few instances quite arbitrarily selected from my own ex- 

but a herbarium and library on the spot could enable them , perience, which will show how very far behind the British 

to be supplied with. Museum Herbarium is in completeness to that of Kew. 

The dried plants which are received at Kew from | | The Indo-Malayan genus Dipferocarpus is represented 

different sources necessarily include a large number of | in the former by 17 sheets, including Io species, in the 

duplicates, that is, of specimens not needed for the her- | latter by 116 sheets, including 31 species : the South 

barium. These, howevcr, are not wasted, but are sent African genus S/afelia, consisting of plants very difficult 

from Kew to various establishments with which exchanges | to dry, in the former by 4 sheets of 3 species. in the 

can be effected. ‘his is most important matter, because | latter by 48 sheets of 25 species + lastly the Tasmanian 

the authentically named specimens of foreign botanists alihrotavts (Contycre), of which one speci s is to be 

which are received in exchange are far more useful for found in nurscrymen’s catalogues, is represented at Kew 

purposes of comparison than any figures or descriptions. | by 16 sheets, illustrating all the three known species ; while 

The uses of a larpe herbarium are in the main two. In | at the British Museum [ have not succeeded in discover- 

the first place it supplies the material for purely scientitic | ing a single specimen in the arranged collection at all. 

investigations, both with regard to the structure and classi- But a very large portion of the plants at the British Mu- 

fication of plants as well as with regard to their geo- | Scum are practically inaccessible. Unfastened on paper, 

graphical relations and the problem of how their world | and inuch in the state in which they were received from the 

distribution has come to be what it is. But a herbarium | Collectors, except a rough geographical distribution into
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cupboards, they are little more assorted than the plants and November were very wet months,~ -all these months 
which constitute a haystack. A considerable part, if not | being characterised by a small rainfall in the north. 
the whole, of the 7,000 specimens of plants from the expe- The mean tempcrature at Stykkisholm, in the north- 
ditions of Hooker and Thomson, which cannot have been | west of Iceland, was 33°°7 in January, or 68 above the 
received less than fifteen years ago, were, quite lately, | average, being the highest mean temperature recorded in 
still unmounted and unincorporated, Again, merely to January since 1846, except that of 1862, which was 1°'O 
quote instances which have come unsought within my | higher ; 52°7 in July, and 51°6 in August, being respec- 
own observation, the plants collected in Nepaul half a | tively 3°6 and 3°°4 above the average of these months, 

| century since by Wallich, and as I learn from a dis- | and the highest that has occurred since July 1847 and 
: tinguished Indian botanist, in a district which has | August 1846. And as June was 0”6 and September 1°o 

never since been botanically explored, were recently, and | above the average, the past summer has been one of the 
perhaps are still, amongst the unarranged collections. | finest experienced in Iceland for many years. The tem- 

. These altogether, I should judge, roughly form in bulk | perature in April was 3°5, in May 14, and in October 
about one-sixth of the whole herbarium. The arranged | 1°0 under the average. On the other hand, the tempera- 
portion is estimated to possess 77,400 species of flowering | ture of Faroe closely agreed with that of Scotland during 

z plants, contained in 306 cabinets with 8 shelves ; the Kew | the year, viz., above the average in January, February, 
Herbarium, on the other hand, possesses 105,000 to | March, April, June, July, and November, and under the 

i 110,000 species in 450 cabinets, on an average of 16 | average during the other months, especially September. 
\ shelves. As I have ascertained that the shelves are in At Melstadt, on the north coast of Iceland, the summer 

each case about the same width apart, and about equally | was very fine, but in the beginning of October the weather 
, filled, these figures give roughly three times as many | broke, and on the 13th the temperature fell to 3°0 or 290 
i shelves to the Kew Herbarium, and somewhat less than | below freezing. At Reykjavik, the summer was also fine, 

half as many more species. but the autumn was remarkable for north and north-east 
There can be no doubt, therefore, that the Bri- | gales, frequent auroras, low sea temperature, and large 

tish Museum Herbarium might be materially deve- | amount of ozone. Along with the unusual manifestation 
loped, especially when it is remembered that Mr. Ben- | of these phenomena, inflammatory diseases were preva- 
tham’s herbarium, when presented to Kew, contained | lent, especially bronchitis, catarrh, croup, and diphtheria. 

" between 60,000 and 70,000 species, and that this was The temperature of the sea presented certain very 
formed in less than forty years by a single indi- | interesting anomalies during the year. In the earlier 
vidual. The examination of the unarranged collections | months it was, equally with the temperature of the air, 
in the British Museum would, no doubt, yield a large | above the average of former years in Iceland, Faroe, and 

. number of duplicates, and these should be exchanged | Scotland. But at Stykkisholm it was 2°7 in May, and 
with foreign herbaria. If this were done—and there is | 42 in June below the average, it being at the same time 
no reason why the appliances of Kew should not be uti- | from half a degree toa degree above the average in Faroe 

: lised for the purpose—it would be easy, without interfering } and Scotland. On the other hand, the sea was, at Styk- 
with the independent action of either establishment, to | kisholm, 2°°8 in August, and 2°6 in September above the 

: bring about for the future a mutual interchange of speci- | average, whereas at Sandwick, Orkney, it was 1°2 and 
mens. Nor is there any reason why, when needful, the | 1°*1 below it in the same months. In Faroe the tem- 

| type specimens of the older botanists should not be lent | perature of the sea was above the average every month 
to Kew from the other Herbarium, considering that both | of the year (except October, when it was 0°°3 below it), 

, are Government property. amounting during the eleven months to an average excess 
The development of the botanical collections in the | of 1°1. 

5 rooms open to the public at the British Museum into The following are the differences from the averages of 
‘ something more useful, educationally, would probably be | the sea temperatures at Stykkisholm from March to 
£ achieved by the officers, if they possessed more space. In | October, 1872 :— 
f this case it would be very desirable to transfer to them the Lope 14 ‘ collections belonging to vegetable paleontology in the Aca _ O° ey ct t 8 

Geological department. At present the nucleus of a col- May — 37 September 4 26 
lection of fossil plants bequeathed to the Botanical de- June _ 4:2 October 4 oO 1 
partment by Robert Brown is being gradually developed, ~ Lo. 
so that there are now actually two distinct collections, | _ 19 May the mean temperature of the sea was 36°°7, and 
both having the same object, and existing independently | 12 August 53° 1. So great an increase as 17°6 has not 
of one another, and in charge of different officers, in the | D€¢" Previously observed in these months, same building. W. T. THISELTON DYER It is also a noteworthy circumstance that the means of 

the nine months’ barometric pressure, from February to 
| October, at Stykkisholm, have been in every case above 

4 THE RAINFALL AND TEMPERATURE OF | the average, amounting to an average monthly excess of 
* NORTH-WESTERN EUROPE o'118 inch. In Norway also, from February to August, to 

’ j . } . which the observations have reached us, the means were 
‘ ‘THE Scottish Meteorological Society have just received every month above the average, amounting at Vardoe i letters from their observers in Iceland and Faroe, to- (lat. 70° 20’) to a mean monthly excess of o'260 inch: 
; gether with the regular observations made by them for the Christiansund, o'129 inch; Christiania, o'151 inch: and 

Society to the end of November last, which are of interest Maudal, near the Naze, o7oSy inch. On the other hand, 
In connection with the unprecedentedly wet and change- | harometric pressure was every month from February to able season we have had in Scotland and elsewhere. October, below the average; at Paris, and in Guernsey, 

The rainfall in Iceland this year to the end of October | the mean monthly deficiency being respectively o'074 and 
has been 4°84 inches under the average of the ten months, 0090 inch, At Greenwich, the mean deficiency for the 
the deficiency occurring chiefly in January, February, | last nine months was 083 inch ; Glasgow, 0091 inch; July, September, and October. In Faroe the deficiency Edinburgh, o‘oS8 inch ; Aberdeen, o'o72 inch ; Culloden, 
has, to the end of November, amounted to 1100 inches, | near Inverness, o34 inch ; and at Stornoway, the station 
the dry months being F ebruary, 4 2° inches under the | nearest to Iceland, only 0006 inch. ‘This high barometer 
Noverbe eat ae ee aie Feber and in Iceland and Norway has had an important bearing on 

? . ; y every- | the unprecedently wet weather, and the accompanying 
where a wet month, Seed in the northern and western low barometer we have had south of that region. ° islands and in Clydesdale; and September, October, ALEKANPER BUCHAN
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ON THE SPECTROSCOPE AND ITS~ be present, If I were to burn a piece of paper, or a match 

APPLICATIONS or an ordinary coal gas flame, you all know we should. get 

; a white light, but you may possibly not all know that if 
IV. we raise any solid or liquid to a state of incandescence or 

IN what has now been stated we first saw Newton glowing heat we should get exactly that same sort of light, 

founding spectral analysis, by using.a hole in a shutter | which will always give us a continuous spectrum. Before 

and a prism ; then we discussed Wollaston’s substitution | 2 large audience the best method of showing this fact is 

of the slit; after that Mr. Simms’ introduction of the | to use an apparatus called the electric lamp, and to pass 
collimating lens was referred to ; and then the growth of the current of electricity through two carbon points, 

the modern spectroscope. which are intensely heated by their resistance to the pas- 

It is time, now, that we came to the applications of the | 52g¢ of the current. The spectrum obtained from these 

instrument. And in dealing with these applications I | Points, by means of the dispersion of two bisulphide of 

shall divide my subject into two perfectly distinct portions, carbon prisms, is quite continuous from end to end. Now 

I shall first deal with those which depend upon the diffe- | Carbon is a solid, and therefore if we take carbon as an 

rent modes in which light is given out or radiated by example of a solid or liquid substance in a state of vivid 

incandescence, and we obtain from these carbon points a 

; continuous spectrum, you must accept that as an indica- 
\j 
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ee ee Fic. 20.—Arrangement of the electric lamp used for rapid comparisons. 

Fic. 9 - Electric Lamp. tion of the truth of what I say, for I have not time to ex- 

. , . . _..,. , | periment on every solid and every liquid substance. The 

various bodies under different physical conditions, with, in | spectrum is received on the screen, and you see it is con- 

fact, the radiation of light. And, in the second place, I | tinuous, that is to say, there are no breaks, such as those 

shall deal with the spectroscope’s story of the way in | we saw in the figure representing a portion of the solar 

which white light giving a continuous spectrum is stopped spectrum on page 167 where the black lines represent the 

or absorbed by different transparcnt bodies—with in fact breaks in the solar spectrum which are called the Fraiin- 

the absorption of light. hofer lines. 

The first application of this question of radiation is one Let us then consider this fact established, namely, that 
cf the most gencral importance. It enables us to differ- | solid or liquid bodies, when heated to a vivid incan- 

entiate between solid, liquid, and gascous substances, and | descence, give a continuous sprectrum without bright 

between gaseous or vaporous substances in different | lines. Under these circumstances the light to the eye, 

stages of peas If, for instance, we take a platinum | without the spectroscope, will be white, like that of a 

wire and heat it to redness, und examine by means of the | white hot poker ; if the degree of incandescence is not 

spectroscope, the light «mitted w- shall find that only red | so high, the light may only be red, like that of a red- 

rays are visible, then if the wire be gradually heated more | hot poker. But so far as the spectrum goes—and it will 
strongly, the drllow: grecn, and blue, rays will become expand towards the violet, as the incandescence increases, 
visible, until finally when the wire has attained a brilliant | as before stated— it will be continuous. 
white heat, the whole of tke co'ours of the spectrum will Now, suppose, instead of giving you the spectrum of 

aaa emeneseemmemeamemnmmaa
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these solid white tighi-giving carbon polnts or that from | coloured fire, such as the red fire of our pyrotechnic dis- 

an ordinary gas flame, I show you the spectrum of a light | plays. You must not consider that this is sensational, for 

source which is coloured. If, for instance, we burn some | Sir John Herschel, very many yeafs ago, was on the eve 
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Fic. 21.—Arrangement for determining the spectra of metals by means of the electric spark. 

of discovering the great point of spectrum analysis which | localisations of light or bright lines in different parts of 

Ihave to bring before you, by merely examining these | the spectrum. Now, the differences in colour are accom- 

coloured fires. If we examined such a light by means of the | panied by differences in the spectra. We have something 

spectroscope you might expect that we should obtain the red | very different from the continuous spectrum we had before, 
and this is, in fact, one of the first practical outcomes of 

fj spectrum analysis. It enables you in a moment to deter- 
: mine the difference between a solid or liquid body, which 

. a gives you a continuous spectrum, and a vapour or gas, 
which gives you a spectrum containing bright lines. The 

| A | reason that different vapours and gases are of different 
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——— Z { Z = - a Fic. 23 —Bunien’s burner for flame spectra. 

== Ce = colours is now clear ; if we examine the light by means of 
==) 7 a‘ p2ctroscope, we find that the hght rays wh'ch they emit 
[ae eS are located in different parts of the spectrum. 

oe Bs Is Pate ARBANERS then, the spectra consist of lines which 
a, ee cs aie located in different parts of the spectrum. Let us burn 

Fig} a2,—The E ectric!Are oan air, and Bin euinine the spectrum of its 
: . or better still, let us place some sodi 

end of the continuous spectrum ; that on burning green | salt of this metal, such as table salt, in a gan barns 
fire we should see the green portion of the spectrum and | which is consuming a mixture of air and gas, in a 
so on, But this is not so ; we find that the background of | burner known under the name of a Bunsen’s burner 
the spectrum is dark or nearly so, and that we have certain | the bluish flame of which is due to the complete com.
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bustion due»to the greater supply of air from the holes | thus obtained are much more complex the spectrum 
atthe bottom: The flame immediately becomes of an | of iton, for instance, when examined at this high tempe- 
intense yellow colour due to the vapour of sodium, In | rature, is found to consist of ho less than 460 lines, many of 
this we have further evidence of the connection between | which are situated in the green part of the spectrum. 
the colour of the light which we get from a vapour and With regard to solid and vaporous bodies, the clectric 
the spectrum of that vapour. It is usual to place the salt | lamp affords a very handy method when properly em- 
to be examined in a platinum spoon, and insert it in the | ployed, of examining and exhibiting the spectra of these 
flame, but the utmost constancy is insured by adopting Bodies to large audiences. 
an arrangement of _Mitscherlich’s shown in the accom- But there are a great many gases which the spectro- 
panying drawing, (Fig. 24) in which a platinum wick is kept | scopist also has to study, and to study with the greatest 
continually moistened by a solution of the salt, generally 
the chloride, the spectrum of which is required to be ma ci 
examined. You will imagine, @ priors, from what I have Gis (0 
already said, that as in the case of sodium vapour, the aie a Ve 
colour of the light is orange, the line of the vapour will PPD \\ t 
appear in the yellow or orange part of the spectrum, and #2 10 

you will not be mistaken. For you Cee ee) | 
i will see on examining this flame ee \ , 

with a spectroscope, that we obtain ed ee Se 
a spectrum consisting of a brilllant Se ey y 

S yellow line upon an almost black a 7 
ri background ; if, however, the flame 

7) Nome is observed by means of a very h 
, narrow slit, this line will appear | 

it double, that is it really consists of | 
Hy two extremely fine lines which are I a 

| very close to each other, and if the ee | —— 
(ie slit be wide the images overlap one _————— a i 

Vai another, a — 4 See 
\W If we then pass on to another === SEF COS 
ne substance, and take some lithium — SS | 

instead of sodium, we obtain a bril- — SSS —— = 
liant carmine tinted flame, which “Oo 
on examination by the spectro- i — ; 
scope, is found to give a spectrum Fic. 25.—Mitscherlich’s arrangement for flame spectra. 

consisting of one splendid red, and . 
a fainter orange line. Potassium | Cre ; andi here, I am sorry to say, the electric lamp 
gives a violet coloured flame, and utterly fails us. The light which we get from a gas by 
yields in the spectroscope a red the electric discharge is so feeble that it is quite impos- 

line and a violet line. If, again, | sible to throw its spectrum on the screen, so as to be 

E we take a salt of strontium, which | observed by large audiences, for we cannot render stron- 
was one of the ingredients in red | tium incandescent in the way in which we render incan- 

Ib fire, it colours the flame crimson, 
i and by the eye the flame can 7 
iy scarcely be distinguished from the ” 
i colour of the lithium flame, but in 
ii the spectroscope there is no possi- } 
i bility of doubt, the spectrum of j 

strontium, consists of a group of fii 
Ny 4 several lines in the red and orange, # 

da and a fine line in the blue end of al 
W the spectrum. fs y 4 ex 

aes) If a higher temperature than that O@= =x ‘=. 

of the Bunsen flame is required the rea a e.g 
, blow-pipe flame may be resorted rs fe 

Fic. 24.—Geissler’s tube, t0 3 in this, the quantity of air and ¢ | 
showing electric discharge. coal-gas is varied at pleasure, and Bb 

a very high temperature may be 
obtained. 

We might proceed thus to examine all the elementary 

substances one by one, but to observe the spectra of the eee 

metals, it will be found necessary to use a higher tempera- ee en 

ture still, and for this purpose the electric arc or spark is — =. —— | 

employed. If a temperature only pightly greater than aa ase 

‘that of the Bere fame is nie t a spark front, a 7 Seeds = 

induction coil worked by five Grove cells may be taken : ; 

as shown in Fig. 21, the Leyden jar not being em- Fic, 26,—Herapath’s Blow-pipe. 

plored i a few metallic lines will then be seen, and @ | descent sodium and the other substances I have brought 
ackground consisting generally of bands of light here | before you. But we have other means of examining the 

and there. ea . spectra. I have here some tubes containing hydrogen 
If a higher temperature still is used, the jar may be | and other gases at different pressures, and when we wish 

thrown into the circuit, upon which the spark will become | to study the spectrum of a gas, we do it in this way: we 
more intense, according to the power of the coil and size of | enclose it in a tube, and send a current through it by 

the jar ; or the electric arc may beemployed. The spectra | means of an induction-coil. If we pass a stream of elec-
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tric sparks through a tube containing hydrogen at the | the most remarkable voyage in that direction stice 1707, disco- 
pressure of one atmosphere, we shall see that the colour | vering a large cxtent o! coast line both on the north and south 
of the incandescent gas is a bright carmine red, the spcc- | sides of North East Land. Ife also attained the highest lati 
trum of which can easily be observed by placing the | tude that has been reached in a ship, except by Scores! y and the 
spark tube in front of the slit of one of the Spectroscopes | Swedes. In 1872 he went out again, and though the unfavour- 
before described. This arrangement 18 one that is in able state of the ice prevented him from doinz much, he suc- 
daily use in many of our laboratories, and it must be ded in takine — ‘es of observat; ’ £ 
borne in mind as being the sods operandi by which a | CeCe 1 faking a very important serles of observations of sea. 
great deal of the work has been done to which I shall temperatures at various depths. In 1873 he will again, with 
have to allude shortly. If again we take a tube which | better means and in a steamer instead of a sailing vessel, make 
contains hydrogen that has been extremely rarefied, | an attempt to explore the unknewn lands east of Spitzbergen, 

and pass a series of electric sparks through it, instead of | and to attain the highest latitude that skill and perseverance will 
having the brilliant red colour, we shall have a palegreenish | enable him to reach. 
spark, quite different from the former. This great difference . . 
is due to the difference in the pressures of the hydrogen THE Senior Wrangler at Cambridge this year is Mr. Thomas 

of the two cases. Olver Harding, eldest son of the Rev. Thomas Harding, Wes- 
The two spectra are equally distinct, the red light shows | leyan minister of Whitehaven. Mr, Harding, in January, 1866, 

three splendid lines, one in the red, another in the bluish | gained the first exhibition at the matriculation examination of 
green, and the third in the violet, together with a con- | the London University, and the Gilchrist Scholarship at Uni- 
siderable amount of continuous spectrum, whilst almost | versity Hall. In 1867 he gained the Andrews Scholarship in 
the only spectrum which can be obtained in the second | mathematics at University College. In 1868 he proceeded to 
case, IS a single green line in the same position as the | the degree of B.A., in the University of London; and in 1869 
former green line spoken of. There is also this difference d oar | d the Gr d 4 examinati for tl 
which will be observed, that the green line obtained from | 7” POTT De passe’ the bist an Secon’ examinations lor me 
the tube at the atmospheric pressure is very broad and degree of B.Sc., gaining the exhibition in mathematics at each. 

indistinct at the edges; and that the line as seen from Last year he was elected fellow of University College. In 

the almost vacuous tube is very thin, comparatively speak- 1869 he entered Trinity as senior minor scholar in mathematics, 
ing, and perfectly sharp and well defined. If we were to | and was elected foundation scholar in 1871. Mr. Harding 

take another tube, with a pressure somewhere between | has just completed his twenty-third year. His private tutor was 
the two already mentioned, it would be seen that this | Mr, Routh; his college tutor the Rev. E. W Blore. The 
green line was not so wide and woolly as in the tube | Second Wrangler, Mr. Edward John Nanson, was educated at 
at one atmosphere, and yet not so sharp and well | the Grammar Schools of Penrith and Ripon. In 1869 he ob- 
defined as in the almost vacuous tube. Thus it will be tained a Minor Scholarship at Trinity College. In July 1869 
seen that this widening out of the line is due to the 1 d readine with Mr, Routh, of St. Peter's Coll , 
difference of pressure. 1e commenced reading with Mr, outh, of St. Peter’s College. 

J. NORMAN LOCKYER In 1870 he obtained a Foundation Scholarship. He was Prize- 
. man, and placed in the first class at each of the annual College 

(Lo be continued.) Examinations. His college tutor was Mr. Blore. 

a AN alteration has been made in Prof. Tyndall’s arrangements. 

NOTES We are now enabled to state that he will leave America on the 

Our readers will be sorry, though not surprised, to hear that | 5th of next month in the Cuda. 

the venerable Professor Sedgwick died at Trinity College, WE are glad to see from the account of the annual meeting of 
Cambridge, on the morning of the 27th instant, aged 87 years. | the Anthropological Institute officially forwarded to us, that Prof, 
He was fifth wrangler in Trinity in 1808, and was elected to a | Busk has been elected President, and along with him the follow- 
fellowship in 1810. His contributions to science were very ing strong Council :—Vice-Presidents—John Beddoe, M.D. ; 

numerous, and are mainly to be found in the Transactions of J. Barnard Davis, M.D., F.R.S. ; John Evans, F.R.S. ; Col. 
various learned societies. A. Lane Fox, F.8.A.; Prof. Huxley, F.R.S.; Sir John 

THE Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University has given | Lubbock, Bt, F.R.S.  Director—E. W_ Brabrook, F.S.A. 
notice that the election of a Woodwardian Professor of Geology, | Treasurer—J. W Flower, F.G.S.  Council—H. G. Bohn, 

in the place of Dr. Sedgwick, will be held in the Senate House ; F.R.G.S.; Capt. R. F. Burton; A. Campbell, M.D.; Hyde 
on Thursday, February 20, at 1 P.M. The Vice-Chancellor and | Clark ; W Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S. ; Prof P.M. Duncean,'F.R.S.: 

Proctors will receive the votes from I to 2.30, when the election | Robert Dunn, F.R.C.5. ; David Forbes, F.RS. : A.W Franks ; 
will be declared. The stipend attached to the professorship is | Francis Galton, F.R.S.; C. R. Markham, C.B.; Capt. Sher. 
5007. per annum. Osborn, C.B., R.N.; Capt. Bedford Pim, R.N ; F G. H. 

WE are very glad indeed to hear that renewed and better Price, F.G.S. 5 J. a Price ) Kr. \ Rudler, BGS. C. R. Des 
organised efforts are likely to be made to induce Government to Rufhieres, F.R.S.L. ? W spottiswoode, VBR S. 5 1. Burnet 
undertake the expense of an Arctic expedition. We have good Tylor, FURS. ; A. R. Wallace, 1.1.8 
reason to believe that Sir Henry Rawlinson will address a letter \ WORK of considerable importance, a geological map of 
to the President of the Royal Society urging the importance of | Australia and Tasmania, has been reecntly commenced by Mr. R, 
that body taking a lead in the advocacy of such an expedition, | Brough Smyth, seerctary to the Mining department of the 
This is as it should be, and we have ro doubt if the matter is | Australian Government, which, when finished, will be of value 

gone about in a thoroughly well considered manner, a second re- | not only ty» the colony, but to the whole scicntine world. As 
buff will not be experienced. Meanwhile we are glad to learn | the Minister of Mines has cordially approved of the werk, it is 
from an obliging correspondent that Mr. Leigh Smith will pro- | intended to communicate with the Governments of the varieus 
ceed on his third voyage of Arctic discovery in the spring. Ie | colonies, forward ng adraft of the map alter ithas been portially 
has a fine strong steamer, the Diana, admirably adapted for the | completed fiom the sources at hand, and a scale showing the 
purpose ; and will undoubtedly achieve all that can be done in | colours of the various rock formations, with a request that they 

the way of discovery in the Spitzbergen seas, during the season | will as far as possible fill in the blanks from the records of the 

of 1873. For Mr. Smith is a good observer and explorer, and | departments in the respective colonics. By this means it is 
is now becoming a veteran Arctic voyager. In 1871 he made anticipated that much reliable information will be obtained. as
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no doubt the surveyors-general of the colonies have in their THE following are the scientific arrangements at Oxford for 
possession many reports relative to the rock formations of their | this term:—The Rev. Bartholomew Price, M.A., will lecture 
colonies, The map has been compiled from various sources, | on the “ Dynamics of Rigid Systems,” beginning on Thursday, 

some of the maps and reports from which it has been taken | Feb. 6. The Rev. C. Pritchard, M.A,, will lecture on ‘‘ The 

having been completed as far back as 1834; but to show the | Ninth and Eleventh Sections of the Principia and the Lunar 

accuracy with which the various surveys have been made, it | and Planetary Theories,” beginning on Tuesday, Feb. 4. R. B. 

may be mentioned that in some cases where the geological for- | Clifton, M.A., will lecture on ‘* Optical Instruments and Phy- 

mation of a district has been compiled from two surveys, made | sical Optics,” beginning on Saturday, eb. 1. The Physical 

perhaps at the interval of many years, and by different indivi- | Laboratory of the University will be open daily for instruction 

duals, they have been found to join one another without the | in Practical Physics, from 10 to 4 o'clock, on and after Thursday, 

slightest mistake. Northern Australia is at present considered | Jan. 30. G, Rolleston, D.M., will lecture on the ‘‘ Nervous 

almost a /erra incognita with regard to its geological character, | System,” beginning on Friday, Jan. 31. The workrooms in the 

but still a good portion of this part of the continent has been | Anatomical Department are open daily, from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. 

completed from the records of old explorers. It is intended by | for practical instruction, under the superintendence of Mr. 

the compiler that in the first map only the boundaries of the | Charles Robertson, the Demonstrator of Anatomy, and Mr. 

several rock formations will be shown, as there are many large | S. J. Sharkey, of Jesus College. A special class will be formed 

areas whose geological position has not yet been ascertained, | for instruction in Practical Microscopy. Mr. E. Ray Lankester, 

and therefore no attempt will be made to classify them unless | M.A., of Exeter Coll., will lecture ‘‘On the General Classifi- 

such classification is based on thorough geological information. | cation of the Animal Kingdom,” on Saturdays, at 1 o’clock, gh geolog 
The map will not be complete at first, but even in its present | beginning Feb. 1. J. O. Westward, M.A, will deliver four 

condition it will be of considerable value, and as the informa- | lectures on Entomology—1, Structure ; 2, Transformations ; 3, 

tion it contains will be added to year by year, in the end it will | Economy ; 4, Classification of Articulata, beginning Feb. 14. 

become invaluable to the geological students of Australia. J. Phillips, M.A., being engaged in arranging a part of the 

THE Atlantic telegraph cable authorities have just done a Museum collections, does not purpose to lecture in the present 

very handsome thing. Astronomers belonging to different | term ; but he will be happy to meet members of the University, 

countries have, for some time past, felt the great inconvenience | 2nd to assist students of geology, szve ula solennitate, on Mondays 
: d Wednesdays, in the M t 12 o'clock. Marmaduk 

caused by the delay in transmitting notes of observations of | 2m ednesdays, in the Museum, at I2 O CLOCK. armaduke 

new planets, comets, &c., by post, and therefore, especially in Lawson, M.A., will continue his course of lectures this term. 

America, th ° Atlantic Cable naturally suggested itself as a means THE following Lectures in Natural Sciences will be given at 
of exchanging discoveries, But the great expense of despatches . . +s . 

. .. | Cambridge during Lent Term. On Electricity and Magnetism, 
by it, and the poverty of astronomers, have prevented their . 

. . . by Dr. Trotter, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, at 11, com- 
making use of this means of communication to any great extent. . . or . 

. ws . ; . mencing Friday, Jan 31. On Electricity and Magnetism (for 
For some time past, the scientific editor of Harger’s Weekly in- . . . . 

; . ae the First Part of the Natural Sciences Tripos and the Special 
forms us, Prof. Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution, has been eis . 
. ; ws Examination for the Ordinary Degrees), by Mr. Trotter, Tues- 
in correspondence with the authorities of the cable for the purpose c : 

. . . . days, Thursdays, Saturdays, at 11, commencing Thursday, 
of inducing them to transmit such communications free, and at . . ; 

a ; Jan. 30. On Chemistry, by Mr. Main, St. John’s College, 
last has had the pleasure of receiving from Mr. Cyrus W. Field . 
h hat this boon has b ad. Th i Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, at 12, commencing Thursday, 

the aan at this boon has been granted. f m pe tab Jan. 30. Instruction in Practical Chemistry will also be given. 

details of u © eee to be made are not ye my estat ~ | On Paleontology (the Annuloida, &c.), by Mr. Bonney, St. 
lished, but t s proba at, in case © npr iscovenies John’s College, Tuesdays and Thursdays, at 9, commencing 

America, t ee wil be communicate y i. nae to he Thursday, Jan. 30. On Geology, (for the Natural Sciences 
Smithsonian institution, which will at once forwar it to the Tripos, Physical Geology), by Mr. Bonney, Mondays, Wednes- 

observatories in Paris; London, Berlin, an Vienna, vi in days, and Fridays at 10, commencing Wednesday, Jan. 29. 

turn, will supply the information to t or eres ot h fet Elementary Geology (for the First Part of the Tripos and the 

same institutions will be the recipients, by te ee ae . rst Special Examination), Tuesdays and Thursdays at II, com- 
announcements in Europe, to be transmitted ° the on asonian | mencin g Tuesday, Feb. 4. On Botany (for the Natural Sciences 

Institution as before, and the information sent rom “s ington, Tripos), by Mr. Hicks, Sidney College, Tuesdays, Thursdays, 

either by the medium of the Associated Press, or Te direct Saturdays, at 11, in Lecture Room No. 1, beginning on Thurs- 
telegraphic despatch. The directors of the Atlantic elegraph | g, y, Jan. 30. On the Physiology of the Senses, by Dr. M. 

deserve great credit for their enlightened liberality, and (or thus Foster, Mondays and Wednesdays at 1. A Course of Prac- 

aiding in the scientilic work of the day 5 and it 1s iL io OPE” | tical Physiology on Thursdays, at II A.M., commencing Thurs- 
that the inland American telegraph lines, as well as those in day, Feb. 6. An Advanced Course of Practical Histology on 

Europe, will not be behind in their co-operation, so as to make Tuesdays, at 11 A M., commencing Tuesday, Feb. 4. 

it an absvlutely free interchange from one country to the other. 

It is probable that the information in regard to the discovery of A SLIGHT eruption of Vesuvius occurred last Saturday. Red- 

comets in America will be sent more directly to the Vienna hot stones were thrown up in the midst of flames to a con- 
Academy of Sciences, as that body has a standing offer of | siderable height throughout the whole of yesterday, and at 

reward for all such announcements, made under certain specific | Castellamare the windows were shaken. On Sunday morning 

conditions. an unusual amount of smoke was issuing from the mountain. 

M, LE BARON PIERRE CHARLES FRANCOIS DuriIN, who, so Tue Meteorological Society of Mauritius have resolved to 

long ago as 1818, was clected to the [rench Academy for his | prepare as complete a list as possible of the hurricanes which 

geometrical wiitings, died on January 18, aged Sy years. have been felt at Mauritius and at Bourbon in former times, and 

> Prov. Hux uy, the new Lord Rector of Aberdeen University, | of the years that have been remarkable for droughts or rainfall. 

has given his fricnds there to understand that it will be impossible | Their main purpose in doing so is to test the hypothesis that the 

for him to deliver an inaugural address during the currency of the | frequency of storms and the amount of rainfall have periodicities. 

present session, Ie hopes to be able to do this at the beginning | Meantime preliminary lists of hurricanes at the two places have 
of next session. been prepared, in the case of Bourbon from 1733 to 1754, and in
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the case of Mauritius from 1695 to 1847, In the former list the narrative, the one representing the region to the south of 

there are only two years, 1741 and 1740, in which no mention Lake Tsad, and showing the routes of Rohlfs and of all previous 

is made of hurricanes, while the latter is apparently much more travellers through that region ; the other represents the country 

incomplete, having many gaps. Whilc some of these gaps may be | from Borneo to Lagos, and contains the routes of travellers from 

owing to the absence of hurricanes, still, no doubt, hurricanes } Clapperton and Landor down to Rohlfs. 
have occurred which are not included in the list. But it is re- , 
markable that many of the gaps occur about the time of minimum LIEUTENANT GRANDY, leader of the Livingstone Congo Ex- 
frequency of sun spots. It is to be hoped that the Society will | pedition, has written to Sir Henry Rawlinson reporting his 
be able to compile a pretty complete and trustworthy list, as arrival at Sierra Leone on December 14, where he got together 
such a list would go far to solve questions of high importance. | his exploring party, consisting of his brother, Mr. M. B. Grandy, 
It is to be hoped that with an efficient observatory, which two Congo men to act as interpreters, 19 Kroomen, and a steady 

Mauritius is likely soon to possess, and uninterrupted observa- | Bative from the police, Daniel Er. Gabbidon. The party left 
tion, complete data for future meteorologists may be gradually for the South Coast on the 27th, in good health, after an in- 
collected. spection and a few cheering words at Government-house. The 

THE following note from the Colonial Farmer (Frederickton, local Government presented Lieutenant Grandy . with a travelling 

New Brunswick), concerning the recent shower, has been for. tent, water-proof blankets, and other useful articles. 

warded us :—A brilliant meteoric display was observed in the WE are glad to see that the botanical members of the Perth- 
heavens early on Wednesday evening, Nov. 27th, and the clear- shire Society of Natural Sciznce are preparing ‘‘a Flora of 

ness of the night gave every facility for witnessing this attractive Perthshire.” f the rich " ties. b ‘cally. in the kine- 
exhibition. For at least two hours the falling meteors were ertshures one On eae He est couneress ofanica y, in the King 

visible in hundreds, and seemed to come from the Milky Way, dom. Botanists who can assist with information are requested 

with a course from the zenith to the south and south-west. to communicate at once with Dr. Buchanan White, Dunkeld, 
Above 190 were counted in about twenty minutes. The shower than whom no more competent editor could be found. 
commenced at dusk, and continued for two hours with increas- A MEETING was held the other evening which pledged itself 

ing brilliancy, after which it gradually faded away. to use every effort to establish a South London Museum on the 

SoME months ago we announced that the glass of the great | model of that recently opened at Bethnal Green. 
telescope of the Alleghany Observatory, one of the largest of th . . . ters P ° mnevica, a y een Sent coo ols, e : stolen THE first of a series of lectures was given on Tuesday evening 

from the building, and all efforts to detect the robber and regain the 21st inst., on the * Physical Geography of the Sea,” in the 
. sys “8 Town Hall, Shoreditch, by Dr. Carpenter. The lecture was 

the plundered article were unavailing. We now learn from the ji d b dj , f 5 . hiefly of the work 
College Courant that the Jens has been recovered, having been “stened fo by an audience 0 7,000 Persons, Chery OF the work: 
stolen by two men, but for what purpose is not said. It was ing classes, men and women, with marked attention, for nearly 

found to have received serious damage in the form of several] two hours. 

scratches, which may require the regrinding of the glass at a A COLLECTION of Saxon antiquities, cf rare value, has been 
cost of 30 or 40 per cent, of the original cost. presented to the library and muszum of Trinity College, Cam- 
WE learn from the Aéhenzum that Mr. Edward Thomas has | bridge, by Mr. White, sub-librarian of the society. These were 

been elected correspondinz member of the French Academy, for | obtained from the site of an Anglo-Saxon cemetery, situate at a 
his contributions to Oriental Numismatic Archeology. place known (and described on maps 200 years old) as “ Edix- 

WE learn from the British Afedical Fournal, that Dr. C. J. pil hole, ae Orwell Cambridgeshire. Me. White's donation 
B, Williams has been nominated by the Council of the Royal includes various implements in iron and spear heads, shield 
Medical and Chirurgical Society for the Presidency bosses, and handles, &c., and some articles used in hunting and 

. for domestic use. Among the collection are three jaw bones, 

Mr. E. B. NICHOLSON, librarian of the Oxford Union Society, | one of immense size, all having the teeth perfectly sound. The 

has been appointed to the Librarianship of the London Institu- |} collection has been deposited in the library. 
tion, in room of the late Mr. J. C. Brough. 

THe Fifth Annual Report of the E1stbourne Natural Ilistory “ 5, _ Medica (nee for January i a ne ee cience ace-maker,” has the following :—‘‘ Immedittely 
Society shows that it continues prosperous, and has been making | after the war, ‘the French Societies occupied themselves in 
valuable additions to our knowledge of the Natural History of striking off the roll the names of all German «Associates, and 

the district in, all its departments. French sazans withdrew theirs from the German societies of 
THE lioness, which has so successfully reared the cubs born | which they were honorary members. We are glad to note, as 

in the Zoological Gardens, July 8, 1872, died on the 21st inst. indicating a return to a more sound and philosophic mind, that 
WE have received an advance sheet of the next number of | 2t 4 recent meeting of the Berlin Chemical Society M. Cahours, 

Petermann’s Afittheilungen containing the second article on Dr. | 2 €minent Frenchman, applied for, and was accorded, admis- 
Livingstone’s Exploration of the Upper Congo, appended to | Si07 to the honorary membership.” 

wach is a SP ena wa ais. map or Be te Io nein THE principal article inthe Aevue Sckutifigue for January 25 

which not only the most recent discoveries are filled in, but the oe tong one ey Me eon Dumont on the theory of evolution _ 
routes of all trave'lers are given from Lacerda in 1798 down to Germany, with special reference to the doctrines of Haeckel. 

Livingstone and Stanley in 1871-2. Moreover by seven shades A WELL-KNOWN British explorer, in the person ot Com- 
of colour the heights of the various regions are indicated from | mander Alexander John Smith, has recently died at Sandhurst, 
1000 up to 18,710 feet. Victoria. This gentleman was lieutenant on board the 2) céus, 

Tug whole of No. 34 of the supplement to Petermann’s A//- | under Captain Sir James Clark Ross, in the expedition to 

thelungen is occupied with the journal kept by Jerhard Rohlfs, | ivestigate the magnetism of the wutaretic region, and was 
who in 1865-6-7, journeyed through North Africa, fiom Lake | subsequently one of the officers in charge of the maznetic obser- 
Tsad to the Gulf of Guinea. Two magnificent Maps accompany | vatory at Hobart Town,
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THE SCIENTIVIC ORDERS OF THi: praia, and Martinique, On wee mainlant Iloncluras, 

ti * icaragua, and the coast region of Mexico, the osquito shores, 

CHALLENGER and Guatemala offer rich fields for botanical research. 
INDIAN Ocean. ‘The Seychelles, -laméirantes, Mada- 

, \ F seycnelics, 
gascar, Bourbon, Svco/va, St. Paul’s, and Amsterdam Islands, 

LL. Chemical Observations Prince Hdward's, the Crosets and Afuion groups. Of the L. 

QAMPLES of sea-water should be collected for chemical ‘Nrican coast to the north on atal no part is well explored, and 
analysis at the surface and at various depths, and in various the greater part is utterly un NT botanically, , 

conditions. Each sample should be placed in a Winchester quart | + na CHAN, re) eanle KRAT I. Collections as, 

glass-stoppered bottle, the stopper being tied down with tape vane rom N. Japan ale c thectie es and Aleutian Islands. 

and sealed in such a manner that the contents cannot be tam- (2.) TRopicat. Considerable collections have been mace only in 

pered with 
the Sandwich Islands, Figi Islands, ‘Tahiti, and New Caledonia ; 

2. Portions of the same samples should be, immediately after rom all of nich Jarsha Ds, ouch wanted. c ue Marquesas, 

their collection, boiled 1 vacvo, the gases collected, their volume ch N : nl idles, i. saates, Solomon a are ines, toget er 

determined as accurately as may be, and a portion, not less than wu 2 all the sma A Sonali are stilt cals Menic: 1d the 

one cubic inch, hermetically sealed in a glass tube, to be sent | **™mevicit continent, Lin to Val ve peninsula, but in ar ne 

home at any time for complete analysis. whole cour rom iL ial “ds we the are but Fern: nd y 

3. Frequent samples of sea-water taken at the surface, and oo the Gal the a 13 ha S b the one wD Want a S. 

others taken beneath as opportunity offers, should have deter- rT the Galapagos a end ee Pe 7 Cae 3. i 

minations of chlorine made upon them at once or as soon as | ,=NPERATE. | Juan Fernandez, Masafuera, St. Felix, anc 
convenient Ambroise, Pitcairn, Bounty, Antipodes, Emerald, Macquarie 

This operation could easily be carried on in any but very Islands. A lone is explored, and th 

heavy weather. On the other hand, it is not thought that any PE NDIAN Ree tiaile 7 ava alone 1s cotociall, and t 4 

trustworthy analyses of gases could be made on board ship, | 5 ippines vlan hae ye co eres ore “ade and y wanes 

unless in harbour or in the calmest weather. Archie i € islands et ° jovatet c j New. G an Sinan, 

4. Such samples of the sea-bottom as are brought up should chin Ching iter y h om hi an bo: i want lorz 

be carefully dried and preserved for examination and analysis. Cochia China, anc the w ole Chinese sea-board want explora- 

5, The gas contained in the swimming-bladders of fishes ho A All th ‘cal ‘all 

caught near the surface and at different depths should be pre- jor ie All the tropical coasts are very partiaily 

served for analysis. In each case the species, sex, and size, and shot * apt fal drawines of tropical \ 

especially the depth at which the fish was caught, should be otographs or careful drawings o tropical vegetation often 

stated 
convey interesting information, and should contaia some reference 

Ill. Botanical Observations to a scale of dimensions. . 
ves of a botanist in travelli twofold, and in the | ¢: An inquiry of much importance, for which the present expedi- 

The duties of a botanist in travelling are twoloid, and } tion affords a favourable opportunity, is that into the vitality of 

case of the voyage of circumnavigation about to be undertaken | seeds exposed to the action of sea-water. 

by H.M.S. Chatlenger they are of equal importance. _ | Observations should especially be made on the fruits and 

Of these, the one refers to forming complete collections of the | seeds of those plants which hive become widely distributed 

plants of all interesting localities, and especially of the individual throughout the tropical regions of the world, apparently without 

islands of oceanic Oins b tions upon life, history, and the intervention of man; but further observations on other 

‘he other, to making observations Uj ie, Aistorys plants of different natural orders may be of great value with 

structure in the case of plants where special knowledge is con- | yeference to questions of geographical distribution. 

cerned. ; . The following instructions have been drawn up for the 

h in aie first of these the Potanist ae ee re largely botanical collectors as to objects of special attention at particular 
elped by the assistance to be obtained on board s o laces :— 

officers and crew, working under his guidance and close super- Porto Rico.—In collecting, distinguish the plants of the Sa- 

vision. When time and opportunity are wanung for making | yannahs from those of the mountains, which, if possible, should 

complete collections, preference should be given to the phanero- | p32 ascended. The palms and tree-ferns are quite unknown ; 

amous vegetation. . marine algz also are wanted. 

. In the second he will have to depend upon his own resources, Cape & Verdes, —Make for the highest peaks, where the 

and wi Aneto too heat qhat the nee process or though in vegetation is peculiar, and analogous to that of Madeira and the 

does C ’ anaries. 

itself exceedingly important, and by no means to be neglected. Fernando de Norenha,—Land if possible, Very remarkabie 

The general directions for travellers, printed in the Admiralty plants are said t> occur, different from those of Brazil. 

Manual of Scientific Inquiry, will of course be kept in view. Trinidad. —A complete collection is required. A tree-fern 

Especial stress must, however, be laid upon the necessity of exists, but the species is unknown. 

obtaining information about the vegetation of oceanic islands. Prince Edward's Island and Crezcts.—Two spots more in- 

These a tiquity ; and ca et PO St i hona? tenure teresting for the exploration ot their vegetation do not exist upon 

’ ‘ , © | the face of the globe. Every effort should te made to make a 

Fable to speedily become exterminated, and therefore to pass | complete ollectron, y ° “ 

into irremediable oblivion when the islands become occupied. Kerguclen's Land.—A thorough exploration should be made, 

Of many that te not far rom the usa tracks of ships, abso- and the cryptogamic plants and alge diligently collected. The 

aay noting Hoy who ts oof we ey ne | Amarais Pagina only ghee fh miner: Mower 
, oe, Oe * specumeas Of £7¢veied are wanted, 

worth explonng ’ ant K the st 1S added an amet ot the Auckland and Cam pool Islanas.—The floras should be wel 

east explored coast lines of the grea s. Asfar as | explored. 

possible complete dried collections should be made, not only nes Pacific and Indian Occans.— Attend to general instruc- 

of each group, but of each islet of the group ; for it Is usally | tions, more especially as regards palms and large monoc)- 

the case that the floras of con iguous oceaute inlets are wonder tyledons generally. Maring alge are said to be scarce, aad should 
fully different. bates in itatics the vegetation Is absolutely | Qe looked for all the more diligently, In the Norch Pacific, 

unknown, or all but so. south temperate alew are said to prevail. 

1. ATLANTIC OvKAN. Cape de Verd, Tristan (’Acanha “leutian [lanier collections hre particularly wanted. 

borne verontidy Patani Mee ae ot vine . very cflore should be made to ne on tslands fetiveen lat. 30° 

COAS fei ING (3, Fy. SCOT EL ‘ ° ’ 2 wee jo Ss. atone the mar track (between Van , 

Morocco and Sencpal, the Gaboon, and Damara Land oticr the Leland and Valparaiso), sy as to ~antiect ae vegetation the 

Cap novel Hels On the American coast, Cayenne, Balint to | American continent with the traces of it that exist ia the 
ape brio, Patayontia, . Sandwich Ishands. 

» Wrst INptes. ‘The Bahamas and St. Domingo and the Straits of Macsclan.—Cry , 

Antilles have been very imperfectly explored except Dominica, all “ ‘ollan.—Cryptogams are abundant, but very partially explored. 

Continued from p. 193. I'he following additional notes have been drawn up for the
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more cspecial guidance of the botanists of the circumnaviga- | to get perfect as well as imperfect states, and to secure, if pos- 

tien :-— sible, specimens which have not burst their volva. 

Phaneroscms.—1. Fleshy parasitic plants (Balanophora, 18. Look out for luminous species, and ascertain whether they 

Rajfiesta, Sc.) are little suitable for dissection and examina- | are luminous in themselves, or whether the luminosity depends 

tion unless preserved in spirit, and the same remark applies to | on decomposition. Ls ae 

fleshy flowers and inflorescences generally. Dried specimens, 19. Secure specimens of all esculent or medicinal fungi which 

however, are not without their value, and should always be ob- | are sold in bazaars, noting, if possible, the vernacular name. 

tained as well. 20. Note any species of fleshy fungi which arise like the Pretra 

2, The stems of scandent and climbing plants are often very Fungaja {rom a mass of earth impregnated with mycelium, or 

anomalous in their structure. Short portions of such stems | from a globose resting-mass. 

should be collected when the cross section is in any way remark- 21. Attend especially to any fungi which attack crops, whether 

able, with the foliage, flowers, and fruit when possible. A few cereal or otherwise ; and particularly gather specimens of vine- 

leaves and flowers should also be ticd up between two pieces of | mildew and potato-mildew, should they be met with. Even 

card, and attached at once to the specimens of the stem, So as to | common wheat-mildew, smut, &c., should be preserved. 

ensure future identification. 22. In every case note date of collection, soil, and other cir- 

3. Attention should be given to the esculent and medicinal | cumstances relative to particular specimens. 

substances used in various places. Specimens should be ob- 23. Look after those fungi which attack the larvze of insects. 

tained, and whenever possible, they should be accompanied by 24. In the case of the A/yoxogastres, sketches should be made 

complete specimens of the plants from which such substances are | on the spot of their general form, with details of microscopic 

; obtained. appearance. It would be worth while attempting to preserve 

4. The common weeds and ruderal plants growing about ports specimens for future microscopic examination by means of osmic 

or landing-places should not be overlooked, and, as far as prac- acid. + 

ticable, trustworthy information should be recorded as to the 25. Alge.—Marine algcze may be found between tide-marks 

date and circumstances of the introduction of foreign species. attached to rocks and stones, or rooting in sand, &c. ; those in 

5. The distribution of marine Phanerogamic plants (Zostera, deeper water are got by dredging, and many are cast up after 

Cymodocca, &c.) should also be noted, and specimens preserved | storms ; small kinds grow on the larger, and some being like 

with their latitude and longitude. Their buds and parts of | fleshy crusts on stones, shells, &c., must be pared off by means 

fructification should be put into spirit. of a knife. 

6. The flowers of Zoranthacee and Santalacee should be pre- The more delicate kinds, after gentle washing, may be floated 

served in spirit, and also dried to exhibit general habit. in a vessel of fresh water, upon thick and smooth writing or 

7. The inflorescence of Aroids should be dissected when | drawing paper ; then gently lift out paper and plant together, 

fresh, or put into spirit. Note the placentation and position of allow some time to drip ; then place on the sea-weed clean linen 

the ovules. or cotton cloth, and on it a sheet of absorbent paper, and submit 

8. Devote especial attention to the study of Screw-Pines and | to moderate pressure—mavy adhere to paper but not to cloth; 

Palms when opportunity arises, even if necessary to the neglect then change the cloth and absorbent paper till the specimens are 

of other things. The general habit of the plants should be dry. Large coarser kinds may be dried in the same way as 

sketched ; the male and female inflorescence should be pre- land-plants ; or are to be spread out in the shade, taking care to 

served, and also the fruit; the foliage should be dried and | prevent contact of rain or fresh water of any kind; when suffi- 

folded, and packed in hoxes. Many fleshy vegetable objects ciently dry, tie them loosely in any kind of wrapping paper ; 

may be ‘“‘killed” by a longer or shorter immersion in spirit. those preserved in this rough way may be expanded and tloated 

They then dry up without decaying, and form useful specimens. | out in water at any time afterwards. A few specimens of each 

g. With respect to Palms, further note the height, position of of the more delicate algze ought to be dried on mica or glass. 

the spadix, and preponderance of the sexes in both moncecious | A note of date and locality ought to be attached to every 

and dicecious species, also form and dimensions of leaves. species. 

10. Surface-drifting should be examined, and any seeds or Delicate slimy algze are best prepared by floating out on 

fragments of land-p'ants carefully noted when determinable, with smooth-surfaced paper (known as ‘‘sketching paper’’), then 

directions of currents and latitude and longitude. allowed to drip and dry by simple exposure to currents of air, 

11. Facts are also required as to the part played by icebergs | without pressure. 

in plent-distribution. If any opportunity occurs for their exa- 26. Very little information exists regarding the range of depth 

mination, it would be desirable to preserve and note any vege- | of marine plants. It will be very desirable that observations 

table material which might be found upon their surface ; also to | should be made upon this subject, as opportunity from time to 

examine any rock-fragments for lichens. time presents itself. 

12. Ferns.—Ferns should always, when possible, be obtained Professor Dickie remarks, and the caution should be borne in 

with fructification. In the case of tree-ferns, our knowledge of | mind .—‘‘ When the dredge ceases to scrape the bottom, it 

which, from the imperfection of material for description, is very becomes in its progress to the surface much the same as a towings 

defective, a portion of the stem sufficient to illustrate its structure | net, capturing bodies which are being carried along by currents, 

should be obtained, with notes of its height ; a fragment of a | and therefore great caution is necessary in reference to any 

frond (between pieces of card) and the base of a stipes should be | marine plants found in it. Sea-weeds are among the most 

tied to the specimen of the stem ; also a note as to whether the | common of all bodies carried by currents near the surface or at 

adventitious roots were living or dead. various depths below, and from their nature are very likely to be 

The number of fronds should be counted, their dimensions | entangled and brought up.” 

taken, and the basal scales carefully preserved. 27. Carefully note and preserve alge brought up in dredge 

Note if tree-ferns are ever attacked by insects or fungi, and | in moderate depths, under 100 fathoms, or deeper. Preserve 

whether they form the food of any class of animals. specimens affached to shells, corals, &c. which would indicate 

13. Mosses, &°c.—Many mosses are aquatic. In the case of | their being actually 7 siv, and not caught by drecge as it 
dicecious species of mosses, plants of both sexes should be, | comes up. 
when possible, secured. 28. Examine mud brought up by dredge from different depths 

14. Aquatic species of Ricciacce should be looked for. Minute | for living Diatoms; examine also for the same purpose the 

Fungermanniacee are found on the foliage of other plants. stomachs of Sa/Ae and other marine animals. 

18. Podostemacee are found in rocky running streams in hot 29. Note alge on ships, Xc. with the submerged parts in a 

countries. They have a remarkable superficial resemblance to | foul condition ; also preserve scrapings of coloured crusts or 

Hepatica. Except at the flowering scason they are altogether | slimy matter, green, brown, Xc, 
submerged. Specimens should be preserved in spirit as well as 30. Observe alee floaty, collect specimens, noting latitude 

« dried. ; and longitude, currents, Xc. 
‘. 16. Funci.—Take notes of all fleshy fungi, especially as re- 31. Examine loose floating objects, drift-wood, Xe. for algze. 
gards colour ; the spores should be allowed to fall on paper, and | If no prominent species presents itself, preserve scrapings of any 
the colour of these noted also. The fleshy species may some- | coloured crusts, Note as above. ° 

times be advantageously immersed in spirit before preparing for 32. It might be useful to have a few moderate-sized pieces of 

the herbarium. oo, wood, oak, &c. quite clean at first, attached to some part of the 
17, Examine the fungi which grow on ants’ nests, taking care | vessel under water to be examined, say, monthly. The larger
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or shorter prominent alge should be kept and noted, and | seems most likely to conduce to the rapid and accurate deve- 
crusts on such examined and preserved, with notes of the vessel’s lopment of the scientific results of the expedition. 
course, ; A diary, noting the gencral proceedings and results of each 

33. Various instances have been mentioned by travellers of | day, should be kept by the scientific director, with the assistance 
the coloration of the sea by minute algw as in the Straits of | of his secretary ; and each of the members of the scientific staff 
Malacca by Harvey ; any case of this kind would be worth | should be provided with a note-book in which to enter from day 
especial attention. to day his observations and proceedings ; and he should submit 

34. The calcareous alge (Afcdolesva, Kc.) are comparatively | this diary at certain intervals to the scientific director, who would 
little known, and are apt to be overlooked. then abstract the results, and incorporate them, along with such 

35. Fresh-water alg should be collected as occasion presents. | additional data as may be supplied by the officers of the ship, 
Prot. Dickie states that they may be either dried like the marine | in general scientific reports to be sent home to the hydrographer 
kinds, or preserved in a fluid composed of 3 parts alcohol, 2 | at every available opportunity. 
parts water, I part glycerine, well mixed. The scientific staff should be provided with an adequate set 

36. Cases are recorded of the presence of algz in hot springs. | of books of reference, especially those bearing on perishable 
If such are met with, the temperature should be noted and | objects. 
specimens preserved. 

IV Zoological Observations 

As the scientific director of the expedition is an accomplished SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
zoologist, and has already had much experience Im marine ex- A LARGE portion of the American Naturalist, for October, is 
ploration, it will suffice to offer a few suggestions under this occupied by Prof. Asa Gray’s address at the Dubuque meeting 

head. . . . of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, to 
The quadrant-like zone of the Pacific, which separates the | which we have already alluded. Mr. B. Pickman Mann then con- 

northern and eastern boundaries of the Polynesian Archipelago cludes his paper on the white coffee-leaf miner ( Cemeostoma coffee 
(using ‘‘ Polynesia ” in its broadest sense as inclusive of ‘‘ Micro- | 77) 4 subject of great importance to coffee-growers, treated in an 
nesia””) from the coasts of N. Asia and America, is as little | exhaustive manner. Prof. C. F. Hartt, from whom articles on 
explored from the point of view of the physical geographer | the same subject have already appeared in the Maturalist, con- 
as from that of the biologist. It would be a matter of great | tributes a further paper on the occurrence of Face-urns in 

importance to examine the depth, and the nature of the deep-sea | Brazil ; and Prof. N.S. Shaler concludes his article on the 
fauna, of this zone by taking a line of soundings and dredgings Geology of the Island of Aquidneck, illustrated by maps and 

in its northern half (say between Japan and Vancouver) and in | sections ; and Mr. C. V. Riley his important article on the 
its eastern half (say between Vancouver and Valparaiso). If | cause of Deterioration of Grape-vines.--The November number 
practicable, it would further be very desirable to explore the | commences with an article by Mr. J. G. Henderson on some abo- 
littoral fauna of Waihou, Easter Island, or Sala y Gomez, with riginal relics known as “plummets,” which are abundant in 

the view of comparing it critically with that of the west coast of various parts of the United States from the Atlantic to the 

South America. os Pacific, with speculations as to their use. Prof. James Orton 
Tf H.M.S. Challenger passes through Torres Straits, it will be | continues his contributions to the Natural History of the Valley 

very desirable to examine the littoral fauna of the Papuan shore | of Quito, the present article being devoted to the Articulata and 
of the straits in order to compare it with that of the Australian Plants; in the latter department the author notices the simi- 

shore. The late Professor Jukes, in his “ Voyage of the fly larity of the features of the flora of the Andes to those recorded 
many years ago, directed attention to this point and to its theo- by Kerner in the Tyrolese Alps. Mr. R. Ridgway commences 

retical bearings. ae bps some Notes on the Vegetation of the Lower Wabash Valley, with 
The hydrographic examination of ‘ Wallace’s line” in the | ay account of the Forests of the Bottom-lands. Mr. Samuel H. 

Malay archipelago, and of the littoral faunas on the opposite / Scudder, in an article on Fossil Insects from the Rocky Moun- 
sides of that line, is of great importance, considering the signifi- tains, records nearly 40 species, belonging to nearly all the 

cance of that line as a boundary between two distributional pro- principal groups, found in Tertiary deposits. Prof. Cope, ina 

vinces. An additional interest has been given to the explora- paper read at Dubuque, discusses the geological age of the Coal 

tion of this region by Capt. Chimmo’s recently obtained sounding | oF Wyoming, which he refers without doubt to the Cretaceous 
of 2,800 fathoms in the Celebes Sea, the mud brought up being | period. Prof. Shaler has a short note on the effects of extra- 
almost devoid of calcareous organisms, but containing abundant | ordinary seasons on the distribution of Animals and Plants—In 
spicula of sponges and radvolaria. . . the number for December we find a short article by the Rev. 

The light from any self-luminous objects met with should Se | Samuel Lockwood on the Baltimore Oriole and Carpenter-bee, 
examined with a prism as to its composition. The colours of | followed by a continuation of Mr. Ridgways’s notes on the Vege- 
animals captured should also be examined with a prism, or by | tation of the Lower Wabash Valley, treating of the Peculiar 

aid of the microscopic spectroscope. Features of the Bottom-lands, This is followed by an in- 
V. Concluding Observations teresting account of the Alpine Flora of Colorado, by the Rev. E. 

; to . . Greene ; and Dr. J. W Foster then contributes an abstract of 

Attention should be paid to the Geology of districts which | 4 paper read at Dubuque on certain peculiarities in the Crania 
have not hitherto been examined, and collections of minerals, | of the Mound-builders, illustrated with drawings. Another 

rocks, and fossils should be made. Detailed suggestions as to | Dubuque paper of a speculative character is by Dr. H. Harts- 

the duties of the geologist accompanying the expedition are | horne, on the relation between organic vigour and sex; and 
unnecessary ; but it seems desirable that at all shores visited, | prof, Shaler then gives a further instalment of his paper on the 
evidence of recent clevation or subsidence of land should be | Geology of Aquidneck. In all these three numbers is the usual 

sought for, and the exact nature of these evidences carefully re- | amount of Reviews, and interesting short paragraphs and notes. 
corded. 

I-very opportunity shoud be taken of oPtaining photographs ee ee 

ative races to one scale; and of making such observations 

o are practicable with regard to their physical characteristics, SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
language, habits, implements, and antiquities, It would be Loxpown 

advisable that specimens of hair of unmixed races should in all 
cases be obtained. Royal Society, Jan. 23.-Dr. Stenhouse Tread a paper, 

Each station should have a special number associated with it |“ Contributions to the Ilistory of the Orcins. —No. IIT. Amido- 

in the regular journal of the day's proceedings, and that number derivatives of Orein.” He has confined his investigations to an 

should be noted prominently on everything connected with that | examination of the products obtaned trom Trinitro-orcinic acid. 

station; so that in case of labels being lost’ or becoming in- slmido-ditmido-arcin, Cy Wy(N Uya)(N TI) gO. —This compound, 

distinct, or other references failing, the condiuons of the dredging | which has the properties of a base, is formed by the oxidation of 
or other observations may at once be forthcoming on reference triamido-orcin, and is most conveniently ob'ained ina pure state 

to the number in the journal, All specimens procured should be by decomposing a sulution of the acetate with a slight excess of 
carefully preserved in spirit or otherwise, and packed in cases | ammonia. The most advantageous method of preparing the 
with the contents noted to be dealt with in the way which | base is to reduce trinitro-orcin with sodium-amalgam, and to
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oxidise the alkaline solution of triamido-otcin by exposure to the | scriptions of several new shells of the genus Conus.—A commu- 

air. Trinitro-orcin is also reduced by treatment with tin and | nication was read from Dr. J. C. Cox, containing descriptions of 

hydrochloric acid, or zinc and hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. new land shells from Australia and the Solomon Islands. 

“Amido-diimido-orcin  hydrechloride.—The hydrochloride ob- 
tained in the preparation of amido-diimido-orcin may be purified Anthropological Institute, Jan. 21. Annual general 

by crystallisation from hot water ; but as heat decomposes solu- | meeting.—-Sir John Lubbock, Bart, F.R.S., president, in the 

tions of the silts of this base, it is better to precipitate a cold chair. The Report of Council showed that the income for 1872 

solution of the acetate by a slight excess of hydrochloric acid, in | was 1,2382 5s. 4¢., and the expenditure 1,084/. 185., leaving a 

which the hydrochloride is but slightly soluble; the precipitate | balance in hand of 153/. 75. 4d. ; and that after deducting the 

should be thoroughly washed with alcohol, pressed and dried expenses of the year, the debt of the Institute had been reduced 

Amido-dtimido-orcin sulphate is readily prepared by precipi- | by 2497. gs. 6d. The president delivered an address, in which 

tating a dilute solution of the acetate with sulphuric acid, when | he reviewed the chief anthropslogical works of the past year by 

it forms minute lustrous plates which are purple by reflected continental and American authors. He also drew attention to 

light. the continued destruction of prehistoric monuments, and made 

ei mido-diimido-orcin nitrate is prepared, like the sulphate, by | further suggestions for their preservation. Prof. George Busk, 

adding a slight excess of nitric acid to a moderately strong solu- | F.R.S., was elected president. 

tion of the acetate and washing the precipitate with alcohol. 
Amido-dtimido-orcin acetate dissolves readily in acetic acid, and Meteorological Society, Jan. 15.—Dr. Tripe, president, in 

on carefully evaporating the solution at a low temperature, the | the chair. The first paper read was on solar radiation, by Rev. 

acetate is obtained in ill-defined crystalline plates having a purple | Fenwick W. Stow, M.A. This paper treated of the comparison 

iridescence. It is readily soluble in cold water, but only slightly } of the measure of solar radiation obtained by a Herschel’s 

soluble in glacial acetic acid. actinometer with that indicated by the difference between the tem- 
Amido-diimido-orcin oxalate,—Very slightly soluble purple | perature of ablackened bulb zx” vacuo, and that of the air in the 

scales obtained by precipitating a solution of the acetate with | shade ; the comparison of the latter with the difference of tem. 

oxalic acid. perature of blackened and unblackened bulbs zz vacuo ; sugges- 
Amido-diimido-orcin picrate.—On adding a solution of picric | tions for a standard solar thermometer or actinometer ; errors of 

acid to a dilute solution of amido-diimido-orcin acetate and wash- | thermometers 7 vacuo, and the necessity of comparing them ; 

ing the precipitate with alcohol, the picrate is obtained in iride- | experiments with blackened bulbs in glass air-jackets ; and the 

scent green needles and plates. It is insoluble in alcohol, and | objects to be aimed at in investigations of solar radiation, and 

but slightly soluble in water. the importance of such investigations to meteorology and physics. 

Prof. Owen read a paper ‘‘ On the Fossil Mammals of Austra- The next paper, also by the Rev. F W Stow, entitled ‘On 

lia. —Part VIII. Family A/acropodide ; Genera Macropus, Os- Temperature in Sun and Shade,” was an account of experi- 

phranter, Phascolagus, Sthenurus, and Protemnodon.” ments with different thermometers exposed (1) to full sun, (2) to 

In the present part of the series of papers on the fossil mam- sun, but not to sky in zenith, (3) to sky in zemith, but not to 

mals of Australia, the author enters upon the description and | SU: (4) on open thermometer stand, and (5) in louvre board 

determination of the fossils referable to the family of Kangaroos | SCTC€?: The author found that ordinary mercurial thermometers 

(Macropodida) ; restricting, however, the latter term to the are affected more by radiation from the ground than from the 

species in which the molar teeth have two transverse ridges for other sources of heat ; and concluded with some remarks on 

the chief character of their grinding-surface, and excluding the | OP&™ stands and louvre board screens.—T’he other communica. 
Potoroos (Hipsiprymnide), in which the working-surface of the | OMS read were—‘*On the Pocky : Cloud observed July 27, 

molars is formed by four tubercles in two transverse pairs. The 1872,” by J. S. Harding, F.M.S.; ‘‘ Account of the Hurricane 
large extinct species of Kangaroo indicated under the names which passed over the Nichol Bay district of Western Australia 

Macropus Titan, M. Atlas, and M. Anak in former publications | °° March 20, 1872,” by R. J. Sholl, Government Resident ; 

here receive further elucidation of theirspecific distinction from any and an ‘‘ Account of a phenomenon observed on board H.M.S. 

known living Kangaroos and of the grounds (according to the value Fawn, on May 16, 1872,” by H. P. Knevitt. 

assigned thereto by present zoologists) for referring two of these ae . . 
(M. Atlas, M. Anak) to distinct subgenera of Macropodide. The Institution of Civil Engineers, Jan. 14.—Mr. Thomas 

author then enters on the elucidation, aided by the facts pre- Hawksley, president, in the chair. Colonel W_H. Greathed, 
mised, of Macropus Titan, M. affinis, Osphranter Cooperi, O. C.B., R.E., Chief Engineer of Irrigation to the Government of 

Gouldii, Phascolagus altus, Sthenurus, Atlas S. Brehus, Protem- the North-Western Provinces, read a Paper On the Practice 
nodon Anak, P. Og, P. Mimas, and P. Rechus. The maxillary, and Results of Irrigation in Northern India. The object of 

mandibular, and dental characters of these extinct species are the Paper was to describe what had been done and what was 
illustrated by the subjects of eight plates. pow doing iM that portion of ter vada where irrigation had 

een longest practised, and on the largest scale. 
Zoological Society, January 21, Prof. Newton, F.R.S., 

V.P., in the chair.—Dr. Giinther, F.R.S., exhibited and made 
remarks on a supposed ancient Egyptian skull—A communica- GLASGOW 
tion was read from the Rev. John T. Gulick, containing remarks Geological Society, Jan. 9,—James Bryce, LL.D., F.G.S., 
on the classification of the family Achatineline ; which he re- | read a paper on ‘‘The Upper Secondary Rocks of Sky and 

garded as containing ten well established genera, seven offwhich | Raasay.” After referring to the observations which have pre- 
were arboreal and three terrestrial in habit.—Mr, A. H. Garrod, | viously been published on the Lias and Oolite of Sky, Dr. Bryce 
read a paper on the visceral anatomy of the Sumatran rhinoceros | noticed the great geological interval which separates these upper 
(Ceratorhinus sumatrensis) based on a specimen of this species | Secondary rocks in Scotland from the deposits on which they 

lately living in the Society’s gardens.—Mr. A. D. Bartlett | rest. In the east of Scotland they are found overlying the Old 
gave an account of the birth of a Sumatran rhinoceros which | Red sandstone ; but in Skye and Raasay their base is formed of 
had taken place on board the Orchis at the Victoria Docks on | the Torridon or Cambrian Sandstone, in a great trough or hollow, 
December 7. The mother and an adult male of the animal along | in which they seem to have been deposited. He then described 
with her had been brought from Singapore, but the male had | at length the general succession of beds observed in Skye, from 

died on the passage. The young one suckled freely and lived | the lower Lias at Lucy Bay to the middle Linas at Broadford, 
for about a fortnight, and was said to have been accidentally | Pabba, and Raasay, and the upper Lias and inferior Oolite in 
killed. —A communication was read from Surgeon-Major Francis | the neighbourhood of Portree. Passing northwards these were 
Day on some new or imperfectly known fishes of India and | succeeded by beds still higher in the sewle, GH, at Loch Statin 

Burma.—A communication was read from the Rev. O. P. Cam- | on the one side, and Uie on the ether, members of the upper 
bridge on some new genera and species of Arancidea, chiefly | Oolite were found. He had also) found indications of what 

from Mr. Thwaites’ Ceylonese collections,—A communication | appeared to be the cquivalents of the ‘Purbeck beds” in 
was read from Dr. J. EK. Gray containing a description of the | F-ngland, and the fossils from these were now under careful 
skeleton of the New Zealand Right Whale (Macleayiusaustraliensis) | examination. ‘The paper was illuscated by maps and caretully- 
and of other whales, Jr. Gray concluded with a general list of | prepared sections, together with a tabular view of the beds re- 
the known species of the marine mammalia of New Zealand.—A | ferred to, and a copious list of the fossils belonging to cach 
communication was read from Mr. G. B. Sowerby, giving de- | horizon, including some new species not yet named. 

7 rN
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